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Local Hoops Teams Wrap
Up Holiday Tourneys
— See Sports
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..& have a Happy New Year!
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Beshear election
as new governor
tops state news
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Steve Beshear won a lopsided
victory in November over a
scandal-plagued incumbent to
become governor of Kentucky
in a remarkable political comeback more than 20 years after he
last held an elective office.
His defeat of Ernie Fletcher
was voted the top Kentucky
story of 2007 by The Associated
Press member editors and
broadcasters.
Beshear had climbed the
political ladder in the 1970s and
1980s as a state lawmaker, attorney general and lieutenant governor, but had lost .two subsequent elections, after which he
steered clear of politics. The
Dawson Springs native defeated
an incumbent governor who had
been accused of violating state
hiring laws to reward political
supporters in a saga that dominated headlines for more than
two years.
Beshear's return to public
office edged out a number of
other high-profile events that
made news over the past 12
months. That includes the continuing legal battle over whether
administering lethal injections
to put condemned inmates to
death constitutes cruel and
unusual puntstnnent.
The issue was debated
throughout the year in courtrooms and took the No. 2 spot
on the list of top stories. The
U.S. Supreme Court agreed to
hear oral arguments from the
attorneys of two Kentucky death
row inmates at the center of the
issue. They argue that lethal
injection causes pain and that its
protocol is unconstitutional.
Arguments are scheduled Jan. 7.
Third on the list was the
release of a final report in
August by federal investigators

of the crash of Comair Flight
5191 in Lexington that killed 49
of
50
people
aboard.
Investigators concluded that the
pilots were primarily responsible for the crash on Aug. 27,
2006. The report reiterated that
the primary cause was a failure
by pilots Jeffrey Clay and James
Polehinke to notice clues they
were going down the wrong
runway — one that was too
short for a commercial jet to
take off from.
In sports, University of
Kentucky basketball coach
Tubby Smith called it quits, and
was replaced by Texas A&M
coach Billy Gillispie. That highprofile change in personnel
made the editors' list of top state
stories at No. 4.
Gillispie hammered out a
seven-year agreement that pays
him $2.3 million a year in base
salary, broadcasting fees and
endorsements, with raises of
$75,000 each year, annual performance incentives up to
$750,000 and academic incentives of Up to $100,000.
However, Gillispie and the university haven't yet signed a contract.
Problems
on
Lake
Cumberland took the No. 5 spot
on the list. Federal officials
reduced the water level on the
massive lake beginning in
January because of fears that the
nearly mile-long Wolf Creek
Dam might fail, flooding cities
along the Cumberland River in
southern Kentucky and northern
Tennessee. They also began a
$309 million project to repair
the dam weakened by erosion of
limestone beneath the structure.
Besides frightening downstream
residents, the situation had a
dramatic effect on the state's
tourism economy. The lower

•See Page 2B
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The Top Story of 2007

MICHAEL DANN

Not long after learning of the murder conviction on Feb. 1. 2007. Harrison Yonts buries his head in his hands. Yon's'
conviction and his sentence of 20 years for the hit-and-run death of Nadia Shaheen topped the local news for 2007. The
case garnered recent interest when former Gov. Ernie Fletcher commuted his sentence to eight years, That story and
nine others — as well as the Ledgetts top 10 sports stories of 2007 — are listed inside today's Ledger & Drnes.
— SEE SECTION B

Working holidays is no holiday
by TOM BERRY/Staff Writer

While many enjoy a day off
for Christmas or New Year's
Day, there are others who must
work. Some of those include
some police officers, firefighters, doctors and nurses, the
military or even the friendly
convenience store clerk or the
cooks and waitresses at the
local restaurant.
They're there to help make
the time off safe and enjoyable
for others.

Dan Galloway and Rick Harris, dispatch
supervisors for Calloway County Sheriff
and Murray Police department 911 emergency dispatch operations, are two of those.
They and their co-workers must be ready for
any emergency that may take place because
public safety never takes a holiday. In fact,
holidays are some of the most dangerous
times of the year and law enforcement and
emergency services personnel sometimes
have to work extra hard.
Galloway said dispatch personnel and
deputies must work their regular eight-hour
shift regardless of whether a holiday comes
around.
"I worked Christmas Eve and Christmas
Day and I'll be here New Year's Eve and
New Year's Day," he said, pointing out he
will be joined by dispatchers Nathan Baird
and Amanda Roland for duty next week.
"We're here 24/7; holidays and all."
Galloway enjoys his job and is glad to be
one of those that stands ready to help others
stay safe during the holidays. "I enjoy dealing with the people. A lot of times it's stressful because you are dealing with people in
stressful situations," he said. "Since it's the
sheriff's department. we have a lot that goes
on other than emergency dispatch. We also
AP have to deal with people concerning taxes
Kentucky Gov. Steve Beshear and his wife Jane, left, and U. i and animal calls.
Gov. Daniel Mongiardo and his fiance Allison Patrick review I
"I also get a lot of calls with people just
the inaugural parade in this file photo taken in Frankfort, Ky., wanting a phone number. They can't find it
Tuesday, Dec. 11. 2007 Beshear's defeat of Republican in the book so they call us. It's an education
incumbent Ernie Fletcher was voted the top Kentucky story of every day."
Harris said he other MPD personnel feel
2007 by AP member editors and broadcasters.
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TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Dan Galloway, 911 emergency dispatch supervisor at the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department, will be working this New Year's Eve and New Year's Day keeping
watch over emergencies countywide. He is among many who must stand theit
posts to help make holidays safe and enjoyable for everyone.
the same way. -It's our normal stilt and staff a little heavier most times because we
we're here to do it," Harris said. "There are expect accidents. It's just a different kind of
wrecks and heart attacks just like any other holiday."
However EMTs and paramedics al
day ... they don't discriminate because of
MCCH are allowed to volunteer for holiday
what day it is."
The situation is the same at Murray- duty. One active and two stand-by ambitCalloway County Hospital where doctors, lance crews must be ready at all times and if
nurses and emergency medical services per- volunteers don't fill the need regularly
sonnel must remain on post to take care of scheduled shifts are necessary.
the sick already in the hospital or be ready to
Jeanne Mathis, director of nursing and
provide aid to new patients in a crisis. That critical care services at MCCH,tries to give
goes double for New Year's Eve and New everyone as much time with their family as
Year's Day. according to EMS Supervisor possible. but a nurse's work is never dcalii
.
Jerry Gorrell, because people celebrate and a regular work schedule is a paramoun/i
"What we do on holiday is sort of a rotaChristmas and New Year in an entirely diftion basis," Mathis said. "If I workell
ferent way
"New Year's is a completely different Christmas last year, I don't have to work 14
holiday from Christmas and we expect to be this year. So you will either have Christrnai
busier," Gorrell said. "People usually spend Eve or Christmas day or New Year's Eve di
Christmas at home with their families and New Years day off. They are considered oai
usually it's quiet. but on New Year's Day
people are out partying and so forth so we •See Page 28
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Bill would unmask legal defense donors
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Governors who set up legal
defense funds would be required
to file periodic reports listing
the donors and the amounts they
contribute under a proposal that
will go to lawmakers next
month.
"I think people have a right
to know who's giving," said
state Rep. Darryl Owens, DLouisville, who is sponsoring
the legislation. -This basically
allows more transparency in
terms of who is contributing."
The issue drew keen interest
in this year's election because
former Gov. Ernie Fletcher
refused to release the names of
contributors to his fund, which
was set up to cover legal fees
after a grand jury indicted him.
Fletcher lost his re-election bid

to current Gov. Steve Beshear
who made the legal defense
fund an issue in the campaign.
Fletcher, the only Republican
elected governor in Kentucky in
more than 30 years, had won the
seat in 2003 on the promise that
he would clean up state government. Instead, he ended up
indicted on charges that he violated Kentucky law by improperly rewarding Republicans
with protected state jobs at the
expense of Democrats. The
eventually
were
charges
dropped in a negotiated settlement.
But politically weakened by
the indictment, Fletcher lost his
seat in a lopsided vote to
Beshear, who made ethics
reform a centerpiece of his campaign. Beshear spokeswoman

•Beshear election ...
From Front
water levels forced some businesses to relocate docks and the
state had to extend boat ramps.
The U.S. Supreme Court
made the list a second time with
its ruling involving Louisville
school assignments. A half-century after outlawing segregated
schools, a sharply divided
Supreme Court imposed new
limits on school districts
attempting to make sure children of different races share
classrooms. The court voted 5-4
to strike down school integration plans in Louisville and
Seattle, a decision that imperiled
similar plans that hundreds of
cities and counties use voluntarily to integrate their schools.
The ruling made No. 6 on the
AP
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raphy, Holter Monitoring, EKGs, Laboratory,
X-roys, and Consultations This is in addrtion to
in-office laboratcxy and other advanced
diagnostics

AP list.
The war in Iraq made the list
at No. 7. It has been a top story
in the state since it began, and
Kentucky casualties continued
mounting through 2007. Eleven
service members with Kentucky
hometowns of record died in the
war in 2007, out of 61 since the
start of the war. The 101st
Airborne Division at Fort
Campbell has lost 172 soldiers
since the Iraq war began in
2003.
A tragic house fire in
Bardstown that killed 10 people
in February made the list at No.
8. Investigators determined that
a cigarette left burning near a
chair likely caused the fire. The
victims, four adults and six children in an extended family, all
died from smoke inhalation.
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Vicki Glass said the new governor is supportive of Owens'
measure and has already proposed other ethics reforms as.
well.
"Gov. Beshear supports a
revision of disclosure and
reporting laws related to legal
defense funds," Glass said. "He
looks forward to working with
Rep. Owens and others on this
and other legislative matters."
During the gubernatorial' •
campaign. Beshear called.
repeatedly for Fletcher to
release the names of people who .
contributed to his legal defense,
Fletcher steadfastly refused to
release the names of contributors during the campaign, saying he feared they might face •
retribution from then-Attorney
General Greg Stumbo.
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The death of a horse, 2006-')!
winner
Derby
Kentucky
Barbaro, made the list at No. 9. ,
Barbaro was euthanized in
January after complications
from a gruesome breakdown at ,.
the Preakness, ending an eightmonth ordeal that had been
lowed closely by racing fans
around the world.
A gruesome accident on an
amusement ride rounded out the .
list of Kentucky's top 10 stories.
.
‘
A teenage girl's feet were severed by a broken cable on 'the
Superman Tower of Power ride...
at Six Flags Kentucky Kingdom 'in June. Doctors were able to...
reattach Kaitlyn Lasitter's right' •
foot, and in December, she took. ...
her first steps using a prosthesis...
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▪ Working holidays •••
From Front
only holidays."
Although many patients want to go home for a
holiday and many are allowed, unexpected medical emergencies do not take holidays and there
are those that must spend a holiday in the hospital.
"We're open 24 hours a day, seven days a
week," she said. "We do not close our doors.
'Mere is always somebody here and we're staffed
Just as much during a holiday as we would if we
knew we were going to have a full load of
patients.
"Nursing is not for those that want to work a 9to-.5 job," she said.
Although they don't actually work on holidays, workers at the Murray Sanitation
Department must often work double-duty after a
holiday to get caught up. Supervisor Don Rogers
said the department sometimes takes two days to
get caught up on one day off; particularly for
Thanksgiving and Christmas when dumpsters are
packed full.
"We come in and essentially double up. but
usually by the end of two days we're caught up,"
Rogers said. "Of course, we do have a problem
with everybody wanting to take their vacation
around Christmas and we have to have every
available person here to get caught up.However the job has got a lot easier recently
with the addition of new automated trucks that do
most or all of the work and require only a driver
.. most of the time.
"With these new trucks, one dnver can empty
about 110 dumpstcrs an hour," Rogers said. "I
know they shouldn't, but sometimes they (residents) will put more out than what is in the dumpster and we have to have somebody else go along
to get it all."
With the new equipment. Rogers said depart-
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TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Calloway County
a
MurrayRhonda Darnell,
Hospital employee and Paducah-based nursing instructor, demonstrates a blood pressure
check on a fellow nurse. Doctors, nurses and
emergency medical personnel must remain
seven days a week;
on duty 24 hours a
/
.
included
holidays
ment employees don't feel threatened by holidays
like they used to.
-Things have changed with these new trucks,"
he said. "The other day one of our guys who will
be retiring said it's got to the point to where he
doesn't dread holidays any more.-
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two days on the job
for
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ent
Workers at the Murray Sanitation Departm
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r
automated pick-up.
Howeve
Day.
Year's
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day
after enjoying a
the department's new fleet
equipment, seen here during a pick-up on 11th Street, that is part of
of trucks make the toil a bit more bearable

Ill., Ky. reach fishing agreement I.t
1000 SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

270.759.9200

SPRINGFIELD. M. (AP) — Illinois and
imilar fishing regulaKentucky have agreed to iltuo
. River.
tions for the waters of the
Fishing experts — inc uding biologists and
fishery administrators — say the agreement
makes it easier for sport and commercial fisherman to obey fishing regulations of both states.
According to the agreement. for example, both
Mates will recognize sport and commercial fishing

licenses and permits of the other state.
)
The agreement was adopted by the Illinoi
Department of Natural Resources and the
Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources.
The head of the Illinois Department of N
a
l
Resources says anglers from both states sho
enjoy their time fishing the Illinois-Kentucky:
boundary and protect resources at the same time.
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Hundreds praise Saddam on anniversary
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Donald G. Edwards, 74, of Vine Street, Murray, died at 1:15 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 28, 2007 at his home.
s
Visitation took place on Sunday.
z
,
Funeral services are scheduled for 2 p.m. today,
Dec. 31, 2007, at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with
John Dale, pastor of Glendale Road Church of Christ,
and the Rev. Tim Palmer officiating. Burial will follow at Murray City Cemetery. Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to Hospice of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, 803 Poplar Street, Murray, KY. 42071.
A U.S. Army veteran of the Korean War, Edwards was member
of Church of Christ,. He retired from General Tire in Mayfield after
26 years. The son of Carl Edwards and Metta Pearl Bridges
Edwards, he was born Dec. 15, 1933 in Calloway County. Other
than his parents, he was preceded in death by his brother, J.C.
Edwards and his grandson, Tommy Edwards.
He is survived by his wife, Sarah Lyons Edwards of Murray to
whom he was married May IS, 1953 in Corinth, Mass; on daughter,
Becky Collins and her husband, Chris, Murray; one son, Ricky
Edwards and his wife, Jackie, Murray; one sister Dory Norsworthy
of Murray and special friend Edward Rowland of Mayfield; three
grandchildren, Michael Phillips of Boaz, Ky., Justin Phillips and
Richie Edwards, both of Murray; two great-grandchildren; Bekah
Phillips of Paducah, Ky. and Madison Edwards of Mayfield, Ky.

I'lli

Mrs. Katie Lou Letterman
Mrs. Katie Lou Letterman, 55,of Murray, died Saturday, Dec. 29,
2007 at Vanderbilt Medical Center in Nashville, Tenn. Funeral
arrangement are now incbmplete at Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home in Murray Online condolences may be made at
www.yorkfuneralhome.com.

Mrs. Sylvia Dell Frazier
Mrs. Sylvia Dell Frazier, 96,of Hidden Acres Land, Kirksey, died
at 2:05 p.m. on Sunday. Dec. 30, 2007, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Funeral arrangements are incomplete at J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home, Murray.

Ronde' G. Smith
Rondel G. Smith, 70, of Kirksey, died at 2:23 a.m. Sunday, Dec.
30, 2007 at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Smith, who was of Methodist faith, was a self-employed master
plumber for 35 years. He was a graduate of Brewers High School.
He was born August 5, 1937 in Marshall County, the son Willie
Smith and Rhonda Rudd Smith Morefield, who preceded him in
death. Also preceding him in death were his son, Larry G. Smith,
and one brother, J.F. Smith.
He is survived by his wife, Annette Kirk Smith, Kirksey; one
daughter, Christi Spann and her husband, Ricky D. Spann, Murray;
one daughter-in-law, Kathy Smith-Todd, Murray; one sister, Ruth
Collett, Mayfield; two granddaughters, Tina Matthews and Selena
Hayes. both of Indiana; two grandsons, Mason Spann and Nathan
Smith, both of Murray; one granddaughter, Whitney Todd, Murray:
four great-grandchildren.
Visitation has been scheduled between 4 p.m. and 8 p.m. on
Tuesday, Jan. 1, 2008 at Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Funeral services are scheduled for 11 a.m. on Wednesday. Jan. 2, 2008 at the funeral home with the Revs. Joe O'Cull and Martin Severns officiating.
Burial will follow at Murray Memorial Gardens.
Pallbearers will be Mike Kirks. Barry Ward, Eddy Ray Kirks,
Dennis Tidwell, Billy Dale Smith and Jeremy Spann. Special music
will be provided by Oneida White. Online condolences may be
made at www.imesmillencom.
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Mrs. Mable Arnett Parish Lamb
A graveside service for Mrs. Mable Arnett Parish Lamb will be at
I p.m. today, Monday, Dec. 31. 2007 at the Blood River Cemetery.
Rev. David Cunningham will officiate. Pallbearers
will be Austin Duffy, Anastacio Solis, William
Thomas Lamb, Alton Collins, David Cunningham
Jr.. Roy Mason Jr., Michael Cunningham and Jerry
Parrish. Online condolences may be made at
www.imesmiller.com
Mrs. Lamb, 95, Woodpecker Lane, New
Concord,died Thursday. Dec. 27, 2007,at 9 a.m. at
her home. She was a member of Hilltop Baptist
Church. Born May 30, 1912, in Calloway County,
she was the daughter of the late William Joshif
Parish and Bula Donelson Parish. Preceding her in
Lamb
death were her husband, Toy Randolph Lamb: one
son, Charlie Lamb; three sisters, Zola Colson. Lera Cunningham
and Euple Lamb; and five brothers, Noel, Loman, Jess, Rupert and
Charlie Parish.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Annie Wyatt, and one sister, Mrs.. Imogene Kimbro. both of New Concord; four grandchildren. Debra Wyatt and husband, Charles. Michael Wyatt and wife,
Connie, Melvin Wyatt and Lcnnis Wyatt; five great-grandchildren.
Austin Duffy and wife, Stephanie. Mabelann Solis and husband,
Anastacio. Amanda Duffy, Brandon Wyatt and Jesse Wyatt; three
great-great-grandchildren.

BAGHDAD
(AP)
—
Hundreds of people, including
many children, chanted slogans
praising Saddam Hussein on
Sunday as they tossed flowers
onto his tomb one year after he
was executed.
The muted anniversary of
Saddiun's death saw little violence, a far cry from the blood
spilled on the day the former
Iraqi leader was executed and
the horrific wave of killing that
ensued until the surge of U.S.
troops six months later.
But there were a number of
operations carried out by
American and Iraqi forces. The
U.S. military said coalition
forces killed six insurgents and
detained another 14 on Saturday
and Sunday during operations
targeting al-Qaida in Iraq in central and northern parts of the
country.
"We realize that security in
Iraq is very fragile and tenuous."
said U.S. Navy Rear Adm.
Gregory Smith. He added that
although much progress had
been made since thousands of
extra U.S. troops deployed in
June, "there is no place in Iraq
today that is safe from terrorism."
Most of the al-Qaida activity
has been pushed east out of
Anbar province and to the north
of Baghdad, into Diyala
province and the northern city of
Mosul.
"Diyala has been one of the
tougher fights," Smith said.
"Diyala is an area of significant
interest for al-Qaida."
Police reportedly killed a
group of four men just outside
the city of Beiji, about 155 miles
north of Baghdad. The men were
thought to be connected to a
Christmas Day bombing in Beiji
that killed 25 people and wounded another 80.
The four men were later
reported to be two Afghans, a
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AP

An Iraqi man weeps at the tomb of Saddam Hussein near Tikrit, Iraq Sunday as mourners
gathered to mark the one-year anniversary of the former dictator's execution.
Saudi Arabian and an Iranian,
according
to
a
police
spokesman, who asked not to be
named because he was not
authorized to speak to the media.
There was no way to independently confirm the incident, and
the U.S. military said it did not
have any reports about it.
homezof
In Saddarn's gather
th
Tikrit, supporters
burial site to pay homage. Some
gave tiery speeches while others
just stood quietly by the tomb,in
a large mausoleum in the Tigris
River village of Ouja — the
small hamlet just outside Tikrit
where Saddam was born.
"With our blood, with our
souls, we sacrifice for you
Saddam!" the children chanted,
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rescued. Colben County Sheriff
Ronnie May said the hunter had
disappeared after dark Saturday
in the Freedom Hills Wildlife
Management Area. a 31,572acre state hunting preserve. The
hunter was taken to a hospital
for treatment of injuries that
were not life threatening, the
sheriff said. Emergency officials
identified the victims as pilot
Michael Baker and crew members Allan Bragwell and Tiffany
Miles. The victims were "our
family members, and we are
devastated at this loss," Air
Evac President and CEO Colin
Collins said in a statement
Sunday.

ple dead in bombings and other.
attacks.
Iraq then plunged into its
bloodiest cycle of violence since..%
the U.S.-led invasion in 2003,
and American officials at the:::
time feared the country was otr:
the brink of civil war. The vio--:
lence forced them to rethink':
their strategy and they sent:
30,000 troops back into the;
-4*
country.
The surge, combined with a°
cease-fire declared by radical
Shiite extremist Muqtada al;
Sadr for his Mahdi Army militia'
and the growth of mainly Sunni
tribal groups that turned against
al-Qaith in Iraq, has reduced
violence by 60 percent. according to the U.S. military.

Bhutto's son, husband chosen to lead party
NAUDERO, Pakistan (AP)
— Benazir Bhutto's 19-year-old
son — a student with no political experience — was named
symbolic leader of her party
Sunday, while her husband took
effective control, extending
Pakistan's most enduring political dynasty.
The major parties appeared
to agree that the elections should
take place as scheduled on Jan. 8
despite street violence and political turmoil triggered by the
assassination of Bhutto. The
Election Commission is to discuss the timing of, the polls
Monday.
A successful vote would bolster U.S.-backed plans to restore
democracy to the nuclear-armed
country as it battles rising
Islamic extremism.
Rioting subsided Sunday
after destruction that left at least
44 dead and caused tens of millions of dollars in damage. but
bitterness remained over the
government's response to the

gun and suicide attack that
killed Bhutto.
The appointment of Bhutto's
husband, Asif Ali Zardari. was
not without its own complications. A former Cabinet minister
who spent eight years in prison
on corruption accusations, he is
known as "Mr. 10 Percent" for
allegedly taking kickbacks and
is viewed with suspicion by
many Pakistanis.
At a news conference on
Sunday, Zardari said the opposition party — Pakistan's largest
—had no confidence in the government's ability to bring the
killers to justice and urged the
United Nations to establish a
committee like the one investigating the 2005 assassination of
former Lebanese Prime Minister
Rafik Hariri.
The decisions on the future
of Bhutto's Pakistan Peoples
Party were made at a closeddoor meeting in the sprawling
family estate in the south of the
country where the two-time for

mer prime minister grew up.
The eldest of Bhutto's three
children. Bilawal Zardari,
accepted the party's leadership,
but said he would remain at
Oxford University.
He said his father, who was
officially designated co-chairman, would be the effective
party leader.
'The party's long struggle for
democracy will continue with
renewed vigor," Bilawal told a
news conference that was
repeatedly interrupted by emotional chants from Bhutto's supporters. "My, mother always said
democracy is the best revenge."
Bhutto's grandfather was a
senior figure in the movement
that helped Pakistan split from
India and lead it to independ-

ence in 1947. Her father —
Pakistan's first elected prime
minister — founded the
Pakistan Peoples Party in 1967
and its electoral success since
then has largely depended on the
Bhutto name.
Bilawal said that Zardari
would "take care" of the party
while he continued his studies.
Zardari then told reporters to
direct questions at him, saying
his son was at a "tender age."
Zardari. who spent eight
years under detention on corruption charges in Pakistan before
his release in late 2004, is a
power broker who served as
investment minister in Bhutto's
second government. He has
denied the graft charges.
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Air Evac helicopter
crashes during rescue
TIJSCUMBIA, Ala.(AP) —
A helicopter conducting an aerial search for a missing hunter
crashed in thick woods early
Sunday, killing all three people
on board moments after they
had found the man.
The cause of the crash was
under investigation, said Jeff
Davis, a manager of Air Evac
EMS of West Plains, Mo.. the
company that owns the aircraft.
The helicopter crew had
spotted the hunter, and the crash
occurred as the aircraft was hovering over him. said Federal
Administration
Aviation
.44,, spokesman Warren Woodberry.
The hunter was eventually

AP Television News footage
showed. The tomb was covered
in Iraq flags and flowers and
flanked by large pictures of a
smiling Saddam.
He is buried next to his sons
Odai and Qusai, who died in a
gun battle with U.S. forces in a
2003 in the northern city of
Mosul.
Saddam was hung on Dec. 30
in Baghdad. Footage of the execution, filmed on a mobile
phone and showing Saddam
being taunted just before he
died, was leaked to the media
and shown across the world. It
provoked an outcry, particularly
among many of Iraq's Sunni
Arabs, and sparked a horrific
day of violence that left 80 peo-

SINCE

Buying or Selling Stock?
Call the professionals at Hilliard Lyons.

HILLIARD LYONS
TACO TUESDAY ALL WEEK LONG
DECEMBER 23-31

TACO JOHN'S.

Financial Consultants IL-RI.
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270 753.3366 I 800 444 1854
titurs: 8:00 a.m.-5:06 p.m. t4
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COMMUNITY
Compassionate Friends plans
two meetings for this month

lo's
Datebook

Compassionate Friends Support Group
will meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
private dining room at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Another meeting will be held the fourth
Thursday, Jan. 24, at the same time. This
is for all parents who have lost a child or
young adult through death.
For more information contact Chaplain
Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 1-731-498-8324.

By Jo Burkeen Angels Attic opening Jan. 8
Angels Attic at 972 Chestnut Si, Murray,
Community
closed for renovations on Dec. 15. Because
Editor
of renovations not being ready, the opening
day has been changed to Tuesday, Jan. 8, 2008, at II a.m.
The public is asked to watch for special sales. Donations will
be accepted at the back door. Funds from this store help to
operate the Angels Community Clinic at, 1005 Poplar St., Murray.

Men's Breakfast on Jan. 5
Men's Breakfast of the Blood River Baptist Association will
be Saturday, at 8 a.m. at Memorial Baptist Church, Murray.
Reservations must by made by Wednesday.

-

Temple Hill Lodge will meet
Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons is
,scheduled to meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall on Ky.
:Hwy, 464 east of Almo. All Masons are invited

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, snext to St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call
53-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Health Express lists stop
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
Offer osteoporosis screenings as well as blood pressure and
pulse checks Wednesday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30
3 p.m. at Save-A-Lot, Murray: and on Friday from 8:30 to
1:30 a.m. at Duncan's Market, Murray.

Oaks Club plans New Year's Eve event
Oaks Country Club invites members and non-members to
celebrate New Year's Eve tonightfrom 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. at the
club. Gary Long will provide the music. For reservations or
information call 753-6454.

Support group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight at 7.
This is a support group for people who have lost one or both
parents due to death and to help each other through the hard
iesom,at 7.5377129.
tinkuu,1WformatiottoWARIft pr
•
,—

Pubtic

flbraii
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closing uates

The Calloway County Public Library will be closed Tuesday for the New Year's holidays, according to Ben Graves,
director. The library will close at 5 today, New Year's eve.
Also the library will be closed for all activities from Sunday.
Jan. 6, through Friday, Jan. 11 for inventory by the staff. For
information call 753-2288.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) is scheduled to meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. For information
call Pat at 489-2909 or Mike at 753-9127.

Seniors plan bowling
Seniors bowl at Corvette Lanes on Wednesday and Friday.
This is not a league, but bowlers will get a discount price.
Persons may sign up at 1:30 p.m., bowl at 1 p.m. and be
home by 4 p.m. For more information call Nancy Rubin at
474-8366.

East will destroy writing portfolios
East Elementary School will destroy all writing portfolios
from 1996-2003, according to Jessica O'Neal, guidance counselor. This record documents the writing skills of students and
fulfills the guidelines set forth by the Commonwealth Accountability testing system (CATS)). Writing portfolios are to be
maintained at the 4th grade level and documents the students
best writings produced in all of their classes over several
months. Any parent of a student that was in the 4th grade
during 1996-2003 at East Elementary School may come and
pick up their children's writing portfolio the week of Jan 7 to
I.

Seniors plan Crochet Class
Murray Calloway County Senior Citizens Center. 607 Poplar
will hold a Crochet Class each Monday from 9 to II a.m.
t.r.in the education room during January and February. The class
;to begin Jan. 7 will be conducted by Fran Lathan. There are
:a limited number of spots, so call Teri Cobb at 753-0929 to
.sign up for the class.

-Project Graduation plans promotion
Calloway County High School Project Graduation has a
'variety of candles which are being sold for $5 each at Shemwell's
'Antiques, 4536 US. Hwy. 641 South, Hazel. For information
all 492-8308.

ngel Alerts are issued

A
Angel Alerts have been issued by the Calloway County
... amily Resource Center. These are for a standard size electric
:refrigerator for a single mother of one, and a standard size
*electric refrigerator for a single mother with five children. Any'one having one to donate, call the center at 762-7333.

f.t

r

MHS Class of 1988 plans reunion

: The Murray High School class of 1988 is currently making
,. plans for a 20-year reunion. All class members should e-mad
".:their contact information to David McDowell at david.mcdowell@murray.kyschools.us or by visiting the alumni-reunion section of the Murray City Schools web page.
.-

Murray Electric has cookbook
Murray Electric System staff and families have compiled a
cookbook this holiday season for gift giving needs. All proceeds from the sale of the cookbooks will benefit the 2008
Relay for Life. The books are available for $8 each and may
be purchased at the MES office, 401 Olive St., or call 753;3312.
....

'

e-mail: jo.burkeentemurrayledger.com

Clara Waldrop Griffin Humphrey MMS
Library and Scholarship dedication held
A special dedication ceremony was held in the Murray
Middle School Library to commemorate Clara Waldrop Griffin Humphrey, former MHS
English teacher and the 1975
Kentucky Teacher of the Year.
Involved in securing Murray's first Bookmobile and
Library. Humphrey was honored
with her namesake (Clara Waldrop Griffin Humphrey Library)
being placed on the MMS
library as a tribute to her 25year dedication to the MISD
students. "I feel very honored.
It is like a dream," she said.
-To create, write and read,
combined with the belief in
one's self, is the basis for all
dreams to be fulfilled by each
individual."
In addition to the library
being named in Humphrey's
honor, her desire to instill writing inspiration inside the classroom was also acknowledged
Photo provided
for students to pursue their Pictured at the MMS dedication were, from left, A.W.
Simmons, Jr., Mrs. A. Wilson Simmons,
writing abilities. Humphrey
III, Ann Griffin, (Humphrey's daughter), Clara Waldrop Griffin Humphrey and A. Wilson
was surprised by the announcement of the Clara Waldrop Simmons, Ill. A.W. Simmons, Jr., and his son "Buddy," life-long friends of Ann and Clara,
Griffin Humphrey Scholarship were guest speakers during the dedication ceremony.
being established through conob Rogers, Murray Inde- graduate who was selected as teach part-time remedial classtributions made by her family
ndent School District super- -Best All Around Girl," by her es to elementary-age studentt
members and friends.
intendent, said the honor is well- classmates was a member of in the MMS building.
Founded through the MIS
deserved to denote the inspi- the National Honor Society and
A member of Kentucky EduFoundation, the scholarship sill ration she provided to the editor of the school newspa- cation Association, National
be awarded annually for up to numerous students she taught. per, Humphrey was also hon- Education Association, Kentwo students (ages 8-12) to "We're pleased to honor Ms. ored during the ceremony with tucky Council Teachers of Engattend the week-long "Young Humphrey in this manner," he original film footage from her lish and National Council
Author's Camp," at Murray said. "As students enter the Kentucky Teacher of the Year Teachers of English, Humphrey
State University. The recipi- doors of this library and attend award in 1975. The footage is also past president of the
ents will be selected annually the Young Author's Camp, they included Humphrey teaching at English Section, First District
by a committee comprised of will be reminded of this teacher MHS during the 1970s and at Education Association. The forthe MISD writing cluster lead- who touched so many lives." the ceremony held in com- mer vice-chairman of the Keners, two community represenEleanor Mills Spry, MISD memoration of her Teacher of tucky Teachers of Journalism
tatives and the assistant super- assistant superintendent of cur- the Year recognition. "Mrs. organization, Humphrey 'ha'
intendent of instruction.
riculum and instruction, said Humphrey had the original film served on the evaluation team
"Mrs. Humphrey was a jewel the importance of writing per- footage on reel to reel," said of the Southern Association ol
on the faculty of Murray City sonally or professionally can Stuart Alexander, MISD board Secondary Schools and ColSchools and this scholarship never be overlooked or ignored member. "We were able to con- leges
endowment will be a perma- for our students. "We are tact Paul Dailey, a Murray
Humphrey's daughter, Antnent reminder of how devoted thrilled to have this scholar- High School, alumnus and Griffin, a 1967 MHS gradushe was to preparing us for ship to offer our students who through his expertise and knowl- ate, said this is a fitting tribthe future," said Wayne Bell, wish to extend their writing edge he was able to obtain a ute to her mother. "My mothpresident of the MlSD Foun- skills."
DVD of the footage. The film er's dedication to students and
dation for Excellence.
Spry said Humphrey's never- illustrated Mrs. Humphrey's nurturing their writing and readStudents will be asked to sub- ending ability to spark a stu- passion of teaching and writ- ing will continue to inspire the
mit an application for the schol- dent to write was once again ing."
many generations of student
arship with two letters of rec- demonstrated last month. "She
After graduating from Mur- who pass through the classommendation and include an met with a group of young ray High School, Humphrey rooms of the Murray Indepenexample of their best writing. students and told them 'to write received her journalism degree dent School District," she said
One letter of recommendation a story, you must start with from the University of Mis- "These two great honors are
shall be from a teacher or of one word.' One of those stu- souri in 1943 and later received well-deserved recognitions tc
teacher team. "This is a won- dents wrote Mrs. Hu'mphrey a her master's from Murray State my mother and all that she
derful opportunity for our stu- thank you letter and in it told University in 1964. She also has done for the students' live
dents," Humphrey said. "I am her because of that one piece pursued graduate work studies she has touched."
so excited these students are of advice, she has already writ- - the University of Minnesota,
For more information on the
being offered this experience ten six stories!' Thank you in Minneapolis.
Clara
Waldrop
Griffir
in recognition of my love of Mrs. Humphrey for being a lifeHumphrey's career with the Humphrey scholarship, or tc
writing and teaching in the long teacher who inspires every MISD began in 1956 after the contribute, contact Bell at P.O
Murray Independent School dis- student you encounter."
late W.Z. Caner (former MISD Box 1417, Murray, Ky., 42071.
trict."
A 1939 Murray High School superintendent) asked her to or wcbell@mail.com.

MSU graduate publishes book of poems
"Living Over Caves," a chap- Over Caves is to experience
book of poems by Brandy the amazing metaphorical scope
Woodall. a Murray State Uni- of Texas geology in terms of
versity graduate, has been pub- both space /and time. Continents dissolve. The tiny shells
lished.
A keen observer of the small of dead organisms begin to
but significant things around our accumulate. Sinkholes form.
world and in our lives, poet Mutations arise. Underground
Brandy Woodall, a native Texan rivers emerge. As readers, we
now living and writing in West- too start to imagine our lives
ern Kentucky for over a decade, 'dripping like calcium carbonbridges the landscape of her past ate from our hair.'"
Raised by her father in a
to the one in her present.
The collection features short, variety of small towns across
lyrical poems that celebrate the Texas, Woodall spent most of
small, quiet moments of every- her early years in rural, East
day life in a mother's soft, Texas towns—a small girl in
even tone. The tightly thumbed a masculine horse-culture envipoems are filled with metaphors ronment.
As a preteen, she lived in
that are ripe, real, and meant
to be savored long after the book a largely unpopulated village
is closed. "Living Over Caves" on the border of Mexico in
is scheduled to be released by the desert region of Big Bend.
Finishing Line Press in Feb- In the West-Texas desert, amidst
small bands of eclectic misfits
ruary 2008.
Poet Ann Neelon, author of from around the world, Brandy
Easter Vigil. says that, "To learned to love the texture of
read Brandy Woodall's Living the land, language, and per-

around her. She
received her MFA in creative
writing from Goddard College
in Plainfield, Vt.
Woodall currently resides in
Cadiz, with her husband, Clayton, and two children Jordan
and Carson. Her work has been
featured in many national and
regional literary journals.
Persons may contact the
author at scribe@mchsi.com or
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SCHEDULE GOOD THRU JAN,3
moviesinmurray.com
Alvin & The Chipmunks
PG - 100 - 3:10 - 6:5,5 - 9:00

Charlie Wilson's War
R- 1:35 - 3:50 - 7:05 - 9:25
P.S. I Love You
SHOWTIMES BEFORE
6 PM DAILY THRU JAN. 1

*Service After Sale ,

Alien vs. Predator Requiem
R- 1:15 - 3:25 - 7:30 - 9:40

'Full Parts Dept

Walk Hard
R. 1:10 - 3:20 - 7:10 - 9:20
I Am Legend

'Locally Owned &
Operated

Nti cc( • 7-53 1 -- ;utty

Retirement Center

HAPPENINGS
by Annfta Peeler
Whew'! We survived all the Chnstmas
parties. eating and visiting with larmly 1 We
have locked ourselves in our apartments to
recuperate from all the festivities. We love
Christmas but we cure are glad when it's
over and we get hack to normal whatever
thgiSaftant:taLCIacu;d'asRvoerb,yngiAioldianto

NO CHECKS

National Treasure

212 1

Hickory Woods

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.

PG - 12:55 - 3:45 - 6:50 - 9:35

MURRAY APPLIANCE

http://www.brandywoodall.com/.

visit

P613 - 1:20 - 3:35 - 7:35 -9.5O
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hail special
-connectkais- with Santa Claus so we got
special treatment We had a great Christmas
Eve pans and Mane Taylor topped ii off
leading us in some Christmas carols
The rest of the week we've been trying to
exercise arid slack off on our eating while
we take down all of the mounds of
Christmas decorations Ethel has had a real
tough )ob trying to box up and put all of the
decorations up. I don't know where it all
comes from' We've stuck decorations and
trees in eltry closet and drawer. Well never
find all the stuff nest year!
We've been watching some really good
movies on the big screen is this week.
We're past sitting back and relaxing after a
yery busy month.
We want to wish lenlyn Colson a happy
buthday Maxine Houston had a birthday
along with Willis Wofford Margaret OWeltil
celebrated her birthday with her family
before Christmas That has lobe tough having a birthday around ('hnstnuis times
We are trying to get ready for MIT New
Year's Eve parts. We can't wan to tee whai
Ethel. .Annette and Beverly have planned
for us I'm sure fun and food will he
involved!'
Were all excited and looking forward to
the New Year and hope your New Year will
be filled with Jos and excitement too
Remembenng. next to home. Hickory'
Woods is the best place to he
...Nothing else looks or feels like how
MI we come close
litteitack Rd. • Murray, Ky
Phone-A270)744700 • 1-808-231-3014
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BELMONT 84, RACERS 67

Stone cold Racers
drop another at UTC

MADISONVILLE-NORTH HOPKINS 64, CALLOWAY CO..49

BRUINS JUMP OUT TO 27-5
LEAD ON HAPLESS MSU

TOMMY DILLARD

Ledger & Times

's Brock
attempt to knock the ball loose from Calloway County
Madisonville's Evan Russell reaches around in an
c
Classi
Laker
Bank
Murray
the
of
game
ns in the championship
Simmons in the Lakers 64-49 loss to the Maroo

Hard to hY TOOanMUCdHlFOReLAKERS

MAROONS' HEIGHT, VERSATIUT
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Bruce lane figured if his Calloway
County squad could contain Mathstins ille-North Hopkins' double threat of
college prospects Jon Hood and Dilfnen Moore. his team would be in good
position to pull of an Upset SAUrdir
afternor)n
What the Laker head man didn't
count on. however. was a 23-point
explosion from the Maroons' Shane
Davis.
The tall. —athletic combination of
Hood. Moore and Davis proved to he

too tnuch for the Lakers in the end as
Calloway fell in the championship of
the Murray Bank Laker Classic. 64-49.
a final margin of
.
Despite losing by
go down without
didn't
Lakers
IS, thc
a light Madisonsille led from the getgo. hut Calloway newt lei the game
get out of hand and used a scrappy
third quarter to cut the lead to seven
going into the final period.
A tree throw by George Garner to
start the fourth cut the lead to six, hut
it was then that the Maroons' versatility shone through, putting the game out
of reach

Moore. usually Madisonville's main
threat in the post, snuck out to the perimeter and slayed Calloway, draining a
three and popping another jumper that
found nothing but net. A free throw by
Caleb Nelson completed a 6-0 Manion
run that pushed the lead back to 12
and all hut clinched the title for Madisonville.
Despite the loss, an upbeat Lane
expressed pride in his team's effort
against one of the top teams in the
Second Region.
think we can take a lot of iiosM See LAKERS,7A

By MSU Sports Information
home to regroup
The Murray State Racers are coming
at the Dr.
Sunday
game
straight
third
after dropping their
Arena in Chattanooga,
Pepper Holiday Classic at McKenzie
University Bruins'
Tenn. The Racers' took on the Belmont
score.
and fell by an 84-67
It would've been hard to
imagine a rougher start for
the Racers in their first meeting with the Bruins since
1998.
MSU started the contest
cold from the field hitting
only 1-of-9 from the field,
while Belmont was hot in connecting on 8-of-I3 shot
attempts, including 4-of-7
from three-point range.
Miner° Thomas hit a threepoint basket and the Racers
were behind 9-3 with 17:26
left in the half.
MSU's next field goal didn't come until Tony Easley
scored on a fast break at the
9:27 mark — the Racers
trailed 27-5.
Easley scored three straight
baskets for the Racers but they
still trailed 31-9 with 8:02
MSU Sports Information
before half.
Ray George
State's
Murray
Murray State trailed at the
n Long
Jewua
to
pass
a
zips
half 47-23.
of the
half
d
secon
The Racers began the sec- in the
84-67 loss
ond half on an 11-2 run to Racers'
cut the Belmont lead down Belmont in the consolation
to 49-34 with 15:02 left. game at the Dr. Pepper
Thomas, Danero Holiday
in
Kevin
Classic
Thomas, and Bruce Carter Chattanooga, Tenn.
all scored off of Bruin misses. Tyler Holloway got the
MSU'
Racer% to 15 points down on a lay up after a steal.
never got any closer.
g'
Carter led the Racers with 18 points on 6-of-9 shootin
scored 10 of
and also had seven rebounds. Tony Easley
d five
his 11 points in the opening half and also grabbe
rebounds.
and
Murray State has played its final game of 2007
ay when
Thursd
season
their
of
portion
2008
the
begins
at
they travel to Charleston, Ill., to take on Eastern Illinois
Lantz Arena at 7:30 p.m.
the
The Racers return home Saturday for a contest at
Regional Special Events Center with Tennessee State.

LADY TIGERS 54, HICKMAN CO. 46 (0T)

Night
and day

SI Se* LADY TIGERS, 7A

I)\ ER CO.83, Nil RICAN 66

Top Volunteer State
squad gets best of
Murray in title game
FIELDS HAPPY WITH TIGERS'
RESILIENCY IN CHAMPIONSHIP

MURRAY RECOVERS FROM LOSS,
BEATS HICKMAN IN OT THRILLER
By KYSER LOUGH
Sports Wnter
It v..is like night and day
After being out-rebounded and shooting dismal
the
ly from the tree throw line the day before,
lace
third-p
the
in
around
it
Lady Tigers turned
beat
game of their own tournament to rally and
54-46
e.
overtim
in
County
n
Hickma
Player of the game went well-deservingly to
ds,
Amanda Winchester. who racked up 13 reboun
High.
Murray
for
steals
five
and
be assists
-She's unbelievable.- said MurTas High head
e
coach Rechelle Turner -The word 1 use to describ
people
for
happen
things
Great
her is relentless.
who work as hard as She (kV%
ther.t11. the 1 ady Tigers brought out a much
better defensive pressure than the day before. Turner said it had to he used sparingly, especially after
playing three games an a row. However, it was
the pressure that she believes helped to heat down
the I ath Falcons late in the game.

ta

KYSEFI LOUGH / Ledger & Times
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By TIM MACALLISTER
Sports Writer
RUSSELLVILLE. Ky. — One of the top teams in the,
state of Tennessee was too much for the Murray Tigers.
boys' basketball team Saturday afternoon. The Tigers fell'
to the Dyer County Choctaws in the championship game:
of the First Southern National Bank Roy's BBQ Christmas
Classic in Russellville.
The Tigers could not come back from a halftime deficit
of 39-29 and went on to fall 83-66.
The game started quickly with the Choctaws scoring off
of the opening tip and taking the first lead of the game.
The Choctaws got off to a quick start and used pressure defense to cause problems for the Tigers. The score
was quickly 17-8 with two minutes left in the first quarter. The Tigers battled back and scored four points in 30
seconds and kept the score at six at the end of the first
quarter.
The Choctaws increased their lead to 10 in the second
quarter and it was much of the same in the second half.
The Choctaw lead could grow no larger than nine in the;
third quarter and at the end of the quarter Volp brought
down two offensive rebounds and turned it into four points
to cut the lead to only five at the start of the fourth.
With the score 50-45 in favor of the Choctaws, the
Tigers still had life left in them. At the start of the fourth
II See TIGERS, 2C
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LADY LAKERS TO 2-1 IN TOURNAMENT
THIRD-Qt %WIER COMEBACK SENDS

Staff Report
The Calloway County Lady
Lakers pulled arkither close one
out of the hag in their final
game at the Beach Blowout in
Fort Walton Reach. Ha.. Saturday night. getting a 42-41
squeaker riser Miller Grove
Gs
In what was a very physial game. the Lady Lakers found

themselves trailing 27-18 at the
half thanks to a second quarter run in which they were
outscored by Miller Grove II6.
t'alloway and tumor standout Kayla Cunningham turned
up the heat on the Peach State
Kitiad in the third quarter, however, outscoring Miller Grove
19-8 and taking a 17-15 lead

the fourth quarter.
Cunninghiun scored 12 other
team-high 15 points in the third
quarter on 6-of-7 shooting and
brought the Lady Laken back
from the deficit.
Miller Grove got a point hack
in the fourth quarter. but the
Lady Lakers were able to hang
on for the victory, putting their
Beach Blowout mark at 2-1
into

Averee Fields scored 10
points and grabbed eight
rebounds and Sam Butts contributed eight points.
Calloway shot 48 percent
from the field, connected on
I -of-4 three-pointers and shot
a dismal 37 percent from the
free throw line
Miller Grove was led by
Conisha Hicks' 13 points and

shot 41 percent from the field
and hit only 2-of-8 free throw
attempts
With the win. Calloway
closed out the 2007 portion of
its schedule, in which it went
8-4 and battled some of the
toughest squads from surrounding states Tennessee and Ilk110111 and, more recently. Georgia and Florida.
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Calloway opens up its dis.'
slate on Saturday when thef
host Marshall County in the
first game of 2008. Tip-off ill'
set for 6 p.m. at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
The Lady Lakers last sat!
the Lady Marshals in last sewr
son's region chmnpionahir
,
:
game, in which they beat Mar
shall 64-63.
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•Lakers
From Page 6A
Maroons' their largest lead of
itives from this game," he said. the game at 31-19 going into
"1 think it was really a seven- the break.
to-eight point game up until
Madisonville stretched its
the end of the fourth quarter. lead to 15 early in the third,
You think you're doing a decent but a 12-4 Laker run sparked
Job on Hood and Moore and by aggressive post play by
then Davis gets us for 23 and George Gamer got Calltaway
steps out and makes some shots. right back in the game.
After struggling in the first
"I thought we baffled, they're
Just hard for us to match up half, Gamer made his presence
with. They do some things that known in the third quarter en
really exploit our weaknesses." route to scoring a team-high
That weakness is, for the 18 points.
It was the kind of performmost part, out of the Lakers'
control — their height. The ance the Lakers have come to
tallest Calloway starter, Tyrrell expect from their junior leader
Willis, stands a good four inch- over the early part of the seaes shorter than Madisonville's son.
-We talked to him a little
6-foot-7 duo of Hood and
bit at halftime, got on him a
Moore.
The Maroons' height advan- little bit and he didn't pout
tage allowed them to whip the and came out and played a
ball around in a halfcourt offen- great second half," Lane said.
.ve game that wg tough for "He's only 6-foot-1, but he can
really get inside and cause
e Lakers to figure out.
. Madisonville went on an li- some people some trouble down
run to start the game that there."
Consecutive baskets by
ad Calloway reeling out of
Davis put Madisonville back
the gate.
: "They're quite a bit bigger up by 10, but the Lakers cut
than we are and they can see the lead back to eight going
over the top to pass the ball into the fourth, thanks to three
around," Lane said. "We played inspired offensive plays by
them straight up in the sec- Derek Solomon.
Solomon drove the length
ond half and did a decent job,
tve just didn't get a few key of the court and drew a foul
and followed it up with a baserebounds."
: Despite the height disadvan- line jumper that cut the Madistage. Calloway managed to stay onville lead back to seven.
even with Madisonville on the After a three-point play by
hoards as both teams pulled Davis, Solomon got a tip-in
gown 26 rebounds in the con- off a Willis miss as time expired
in the quarter.
test.
Solomon scored seven points
; After falling behind by eight
in the first quarter. Calloway and turned in a second-congot some of that margin back secutive strong effort in the
early in the second, cutting the post after earning player of the
game honors in his first start
lead down to five.
.. But a 9-2 Madisonville run of the season Friday night
ik end the half gave the against Central Hardin.
,-
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Derek Solomon goes to the hoop on Madisonville's Darnell
Moore. Solomon scored seven points and provided the Lakers
an offensive boost at the end of the end of the third quarter.

t

With the 2007 portion of their
season over, the Lakers sit at
10-3 under first-year coach Lane
and five first-time starters, a
mark that might come as a
surprise to many.
"I had some people tell me
around town that maybe by
Christmas we could be .500
and we related that to the guys
and told them the things we
were hearing," Lane said. -But
we've won a lot of games we
should have won and we snuck
two or three in there that were
questionable that we found a
way to get it done. It gets
tougher in January, we've just
got to find a way to win a
couple more that we're not
supposed to."

That quest begins Saturday
night when the Lakers tip off
their district slate with Marshall County, a team they last
saw in last season's district
championship overtime heartbreaker. Game time is set for
7:30 p.m. at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Madisonvge
Calloway Co

16 15 17 16 — 64
8 11 22 8-49

Madisonville (10-4)—Shane Davis 23,
Moore 21 Hood 14 Nelson 4, Menser 2
FG: 29-54 3-point FG: 1-7 FT: 5-13
Fouls: 12 Rebounds: 26. Turnovers.
8
Calloway Co.(10-3) — Gamer 18, Lilly
13, Solomon 7 Willis 6. Simmons 6,
Bumpus 4
FG: 18-47 3-point FG: 4-11 FT: 9-15
Rebounds: 26 Turnovers: 15 Fouls:
15

National Football League
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
s-New England
16 0 0 1 000
Buffalo
7 9 0 438
NY Jets
4 12 0 250
Miami
1 15 0 063
South
W
L T Pet
y-Inclianapolis
13 2 0 .867
z-Jacksonville
11
5 0 .688
Tennessee
9 6 0 600
Houston
8 8 0 .500
North
W
L T Pet
y-Pittsburgh
10 6 0 625
Cleveland
10 6 0 .625
Cincinnati
7 9 0 438
Baltimore
5 11 0 313
West
W L T Pet
y-San Diego
11
5 0 .688
Denver
7 9 0 438
4 12 0 250
Kansas City
Oakland
4 12 0 250
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pct
x-Dallas
13 3 0 813
z-N V Giants
10 6 0 .625
z-Washington
9 7 0 563
Philadelphia
8 8 0 500
South
W
L T Pet
y - Tampa Bay
9 7 0 .563

Cardona
New Orleans
Atlanta

y-Green Bay
Minnesota
Detroit
Chicago

y-Seattie
Anzona
San Francisco
St 1_01./15

7 9
7 9
4 12
Rotel
W L
13 3
8 8
7 9
7 9
West
W L
10 6
8 8
5 11
3 13

0 438
0 438
0 250
I
0
0
0
0

Pet
813
503
438
438

T Pet
0 625
0 500
0 313
0 188

x-clinched conference
y-clinched division
z-clinched wild card
Saturday's Game
New England 38, N V Giants 35
Sunday's Games
Atlanta 44, Seattle 41
Green Bay 34, Detroit 13
Cincinnati 38, Miami 25
Chicago 33, New Orleans 25
Houston 42, Jacksonville 28
Philadelphia 17, Buffalo 9
Carolina 31. Tampa Bay 23
Cleveland 20, San Francisco 7
Washington 27, Dallas 6
San Diego 30. Oakland 17
NY. Jets 13, Kansas City 10. OT
Baltimore 27, Pittsburgh 21
Denver 22, Minnesota 19, OT
Arizona 48, St. Louis 19
Tennessee at Indianapolis. 7. 15 p m
End Regular Season

•Tigers
From Page 6A

quarter the Tigers picked up season point average by eight
where they left off at the end points.
of the third. Volp put in a
"We couldn't slow them
transition layup that put the down. I can sum it up in three
Tigers within one possession words — too many athletes,'
of the Choctaws. Dyer Coun- Fields said.
ty would push the lead back
The Tigers took second place
to seven before the Tigers cut in the tournament and had wins
it back to five with five min- over two teams that also had
From Page 6A
on the floor," Turner said. "It's utes left in the game.
two wins in the tournament,
just overall been an outstandIt was at that point the Pickett County and Russellville.
"I think it was the relenting December for us. To fin- Choctaws took over. A steal
less pressure that we continTODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED 8Y.
ish the month 8-2 is extraor- and dunk by Jeremy Kimble
ued to keep on them throughlindy Suffer
dinary and I'm just really proud and a layup the very next posout the game that caught up
of the kids for their effort and session put the Choctaws back
with them in the fourth quarhard work."
up by nine. The Tigers would
ter," she said. "We went down,
Turner said the team will get no closer the rest of the
we executed and did a better
enjoy a day or so off before game. Although the lead grew,
job."
heading back to practice. After the Tigers never gave up.
Murray High managed 54
TV, radio
Marshall County comes a
-We had times where we
rebounds, with 33 of them comTODAY
rematch with Community Chris- could have (quit) and we diding from under Hickman CounCOLLEGE FOOTBALL
tian, and a possible return of n't and that's a testament to
ty's basket.
11:30 am.
ESPN — Arrnerl Forces Bowl,
Dieleman depending on her this team. We've come a long
Although the end of the game
California vs Air Force at Fort Worth
upcoming doctor's appointment. way in one week. I'm proudwent well for the lady Tigers,.
Texas
"I'm looking forward to hav- er now more than ever of our
it took a while to get that way.
1 p.m.
CBS — Sun Bowl, South Florida vs
ing her back. I miss her out guys. It doesn't get any easiHickman County allowed MurOregon,
at
El
Paso.
Texas
there, I miss her leadership, er from here but 1 think we're
ray to take a 13-12 first quarESPN2 — Humanitanan Bowl, Georgia
she's our coach on the floor prepared,- head coach David
ter lead, but then came back
Tech vs Fresno St., at Boise. Idaho
3 p.m.
and I welcome her back as Fields said.
strong to go into the locker
ESPN — Music City Bowl. Kentucky
soon as possible," Turner said.
The Tigers 83-66 loss was
rooms at halftime up by three.
vs Florida St at Nashville Tenn
After Community Christian the closest that any team came
6:30 p.m.
The third quarter went back
ESPN — Chick-Id-A Bowl, Clemson vs
is a matchup against Calloway to beating the Choctaws in the
and forth. Haley Armstrong
Auburn. at Atlanta
County, giving Murray High Christmas
Classic.
The
knocked down a three to strike
KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times
NBA BASKETBALL
1 p.m.
first, followed by another three- Sarah Crouch drives down the court as Hickman County's three important district games Choctaws are now 16-1 and
WGN — Orlando at Chicago
pointer by Emily Benson. Hick- Elizabeth Hobbs steps in to defend. Crouch scored 10 points back-to-back-to-back. Shortly are highly ranked in the state's
NHL HOCKEY
after, Turner said the focus Class AA AP poll. Murray also
man County then went on a in the Lady Tigers' overtime victory.
7 p.m.
would shift to the ever-impor- held the Choctaws below their
VERSUS — St LOUIS at Detroit
10-0 run to get their largest
tant All-A Tournament.
lead of the night. Thanks to a Falcons from being down 44- in the back of their minds.
"January is really our biggest
"We've already faced it once,
quick four points from the com- 42 to tying the game in the
bined efforts of sisters Sarah last 30 seconds and putting we got beat at Trigg County month of the season. It's what
in overtime because we could- we practice all summer for,
and Shelby Crouch, the Lady themselves in overtime.
Drive for Schneider National and bring
Free throw performance by n't make any free throws," Turn- it's what we do preseason for,
Tigers whittled away the Lady
your career up to speed
Falcons' lead and were within the Lady Tigers in the fourth er said. "We did an outstand- it's why we play the games
one point by the end of the quarter was just an appetizer ing job late at the free throw we play now," she said. "With
Higher Pay Packages
to what they would do in over- line today. We still continue the Class A Tournament comquarter.
Company-provided CDL training for
In the fourth quarter. Ben- time. Within those four min- to struggle massively at the ing up our focus is going to
qualified candidates
son again opened the Lady utes, they scored eight points free throw line, but we did swing quickly to that."
Tigers' scoring with a three- on ten free throw attempts. make them when we had to."
Increased time-at-home
10 10 2 — 46
With the win over Hickman Hickman Co 12 12 12
pointer to take the lead once Hickman County couldn't keep
11 10-54
Murray
13 8
able to County under their belt, the
more. Then came the free up, and was only
V
sjagammi
lDEFt.
1-161414111111 •0111404433
throws. By the time 4:33 was score on two free throws of Lady Tigers now may feel a Hickman Co. (3-7)-- Barclay 16.
14,
Workman
Yarbro
6,
Hobbs
5,
left on the clock, Murray High their own. It was not the first little more confident about the
Hancock 5
had kept a small but steady time Murray High saw them- January 4th game against Mar- FG: 13-51 3-poInt FG: 1-12 FT: 19-26
decide
a
game
shall
County.
lead over Hickman County, selves having to
Rebounds: 33 Fouls: 27
"I think it will help with Murray (11-2) — Armstrong 20, Sa
mainly assisted by an outstand- on free throws in overtime, as
Crouch 10. Benson 8, Sh Crouch 7,
ing performance at the free the memory of the overtime our confidence, and it will help McClure 4, Winchester 3, Sanders 2
throw line. However, free loss to Community Christian kids know that we can get things FG: 11-51 3-point FG: 4-12 P1:28-41
throws are what took the Lady earlier in the season had to be done without Leah (Dielemanl Rebounds: 54 Fouls: 20

•Lady Tigers

Start Your New Year In the Fast Lane
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TITANS FOOTBALL

Titans rally
past Colts; win
last-second
playoff berth
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
Kerry Collins spent most of
the season waiting for a chance
to prove he could still play.
On Sunday night, with a
playoff spot at stake. Tennessee's backup quarterback
delivered the biggest win of
the season.
He led the Titans to three
second-half field goals. including a 54-yarder from Rob
Bironas to retake the lead in
a 16-10 victory that left Tennessee celebrating and Cleveland grimacing. The Titans visit
San Diego next Sunday.
The Titans (10-6) had to
win to make the playoffs for
the first time since 2003. A
loss would have given Cleveland its first playoff berth since
2002.

Wouldn't It Feel Good To Breathe Easy?

Easier

Cooper Clayton Method to Stop Smoking
Free Classes begin Tuesday, January 8, 2008.

on you

Stuart). Poston Health and Wellness Center
5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.

irgi!

The Cooper Clayton Method, one of the most effective ways to stop
smoking, Is now available to individuals. Whether you've tried before
or just know you should stop, this program is for you. Classes meet
,each TUesday for 13 weeks. Space is limited, so register now!

Good eve manager-c-o,
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Phone Purchase District Health Department to register
at 1-888-245-3902 (toll-free)
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Julie Brown_
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department-at-7-53491-6-askIorlill Stephens or
• Fax: 753-1927
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7:30
Friday
MondayHours:
—
Office
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or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell

Meet the Babies of 2007!
Share your precious new
arrival by submitting a photo
ofyour baby born in 2007.
•

RABIES OF 7007 FORW
GIRL

BOY

CLD
Catherine Anna Taylor

NAME OF CHILD

SINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
help vowed'. section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger corn.
!,ou will be redirected
to jobnetwort coat
By default.
Murray and losal job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the totsnetwork com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
SI Times Please call
us it you have any
questions regarding
the Munay area
1..4, listings thank you

ACTUAL SIZE
OF SPACE

Date of Birth
Weight'
Length

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be Just the place
for you, Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply
Wee Care
109 S 15th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

Name of
Parents
May 6, 211X17 • 8 Ihs • 211 long
(ireg & Kristin Tay lot

Name
Phone
a

0.

of
length.
&
baby. date of birth. weight
parents' names* and self-addressed
stamped envelope to:

Send $10 payment, photo, name

Murray Ledger & Times
Babies of 2007
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
• 110 "chef

inform.ition will he listed

Pubrxotion Date: 1 18/08
Doan to submit photo and
1/14/08 at 5PM
fir sere infonnation, coil
HA Stephens or Julie Brown at 753-1916

OPENING
LIFE
INSURANCE
SALES
• 3-4 appts daily
• Senior market

CLAYTON Homes o
Camden seeks quail
bed and motivated in
victual tor retail &WS
$60k+ potential income
possible Great benefits Sates experience
required
731-584-9429

s'.
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1101
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THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so Al
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger 8 Tomes, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activates

ABC
SAVES
YOU
SU'S

Shirrs, High
M.4mmter Club
.4 I ,luinhus
\
,s,w.r, K.1
r1^51

FreePallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times /
First Come First Serve

Large private multispeciatty medical practice is
looking for a Billing and Coding Specialist
Must have extensive knowledge of CPT 8.
ICD-9 coding for physicians both in patent
and out patient services Preferred certification as a Registered Medical Coder.(CMR),
Cefdaled Coding Specialist (CCS) or Certified
Professional Coder (CPC or CPC-H)
Competitive compensation and outstanding
benefits in addition to an enioyable work environment
Please send application to:
Billing/Coding Specialist, P 0 Box
1040L , Murray, KY 42071

AGRICULTURAL WORKERS
NEEDED

Please No Phone Calls
Lee and Ford
_

•
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* 11101111101111 * : Kirksey area.

I

Give a sift subscription to the :
*1
* MI IMO
* LEDGER &TIMES * I
Nome Dawn

Local Mall

Male Beagle with
black collar and
female black and
tan Coonhound
with purple
collar. &ward,

(same.
e 3 ma-NM 3 me. —SUM
489-2666
'S..--Ma
6 OW —AMA
e lye.
in. —SIPA,
e

Al ON MA
Subscripts's
3 me.--MO
6 en. —396.110
1 yr. —S145.110

Nail thr coupon with peironerit to

BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accolAng a0Picehons
for a hal-tirne Social
Worker
Services
Long-term care imminWe
ence preferred
competitive
offer
wages and en excellent benefit package
Apply in person at
Brethaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
eat 1 S Benton. KY
42025 E0E,AAE NO
CALLS
PHONE
PLEASE

Murray Ledger & Thaws
P.O. DOI 1040
Murray. Klr dent
Or cell 41781 711S-111111

HAM shiest smear nall
technician needed at
Profiles 753-9161 of
R20)320-7183

of K11111104
e " Rest
.Merom a Soctromo
e
e 3Ps----376.36

6 se.-PRIM
1 yr.—.1136./I

Cheek

Money Order

Vise

Mit

Neer

1
I Mt Address
I
etti
Zip

State

Durum. Ph

sosterisn.

Call Charlie Rouse
Vice President
of Sales,
SABER Mgt., LLC
1270) 554-4620

Billing/Coding Specialist

753-1752

a

INSURANCE

ILabprq
Lim

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?
MEDICARE

Va
& Von,.

o.411L0101.1r
IN Niro O. 11,........601p0a0rOlt ORA
Mormon OM
141164874717
tr/Orf1114M10
Al Oceasies Tnroporailito •Airport $0orvice • Cerufik Sewers

SUPPLEMENT

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $992 on Part A; $131 on
Part B. Call me for more information
FREE HELP IN CLAIM PILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.
"How To Protect A Lifetime
Of Savings"
•14.4% Is guaranteed on first year
money.

-- PREPLANNING —

*No ask to pnncipal because ills guaranteed
*The rate is subject to change so call now
(270)210-2533
If you have, 401-K, 403-B, Stocks, Mutual
Funds. CD's or other retirement investments

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.

Dallas WilloughIN
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

Call Ron Baffin (Agent)
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

HOUSTON ELECTRIC & ALARM

227-3574

270-7:1-24u

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry IsootsiKaren Isaacs

()write,

Fruhees.Peyka Airiptooj

...,-.....-- .itugoi-jefs
gm

110

Call for a Free Estimate

OFriAllUr

Appliance

IN

& Electrical Repair

Security and Camera Systems
?6.Fire Alarm inspection
Electrical Construction/Repair
Faallioaporsose Service 24/7

Hazel, KY 42049

—228--9398
492-8191
TN LE 058393• KY LicaCE60221 ME9837

lviso*j

Servtng West KY & West TN For 24 Years

Commercial Waste
Disposal

Call Iill Stephens or Wile Brown

He3nerw411Q

• $50.000 income
• Sala!, 4. commission
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IMMEDIATE

Ilapp liirthda‘

STEVE VIDNIER

VISA

02/05/08 to 11/16/08
Stockdale Tree Farm - Murray, KY
#0346127
$8 651-ir 75% of total contract hours
guaranteed Work tools, supplies &
equip provided at no cost Free housing
to workers outside local commuting area
Transportation & subsistence expenses
provided to non-resident workers at 50%
of contract completion Apply at nearest
KY local Job service office

IMMEDIATE OPENING
In Murray for

SALESPERSON/CUSTOMER
SERVICE
Preferred Skills:
• Bachelor's degree or 2-4 years
product sales./marketing experience
• Advanced computer skills.
e-commerce
• General office duties
• Customer service/order entry
Potential applicant should be motivated.
energetic, and hase good organizational
skills Start a new ‘Areer today with cornpetitise rages and benefits
Send resume

to:

209 Radio Rd.
Almo, KY 42020
saiesVjaetagle.com

Need to fax your ad?
Our number Is 270-753-1927

1.161111.011 ilOop•OO•oroirtmortirolasSoloror

10-

Al Types of Refuse Service

de 1400-585-6033

at 753-1916
and place

your ad today!

060

060

150

Help Yiliseed

Hse Wonted

Domestic & Childcare

pharmacy
LOCAL
needs pharmacy technician Send resume to
P.O. Box 1207, Murray.
KY 42071.

SALES help wanted to
insurance
local
agency We provide a
wide range of products One of Nation's
companies.
largest
Insurance experience
not
but
helpful
required. Training will
be provided if necessary Send resume to:
1040-R,
P.O. Box
Murray, KY 42071,

STAY at home mom
has 2 openings for
childcare Murray area
References available
970-7357

MARKETING
Pleasant voices needed for easy phone
work No setting
Immediate full time
positions Work
Monday-Friday $7S16 per-hour Paid
weekly Call 762-9900
MEDICAL Secretary
needed for small
office Experience in
Medical billing. Please
send
resume to. PO Box
630 Murray. KY 42071
NEW PAY SCALE!!!
Bntteaven of Benton is
accepting
currently
applications for the following positions FuelWe also
time LPN
offer an excellent benefit package Must be
licensed en the State of
Apply in
Kentucky
person at Briretaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOFJAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
NOW taldng applications for eN positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In. 217 S. 12th
St.. Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
OTR drivers needed
wages
Competitive
and benefits Home
every 2 weeks. Must
have Clem A CDL with
minimum 3 years OTFI
Clean
experience
SAVA (800)468-6087
RECEPTIONIST for
busy medical group.
Full-ems with flexible
scheduling. Medical
knowledge required
Send MOTO with references lo M(S. 300
S. 8th St., Suite 401E,
Murray, KY 42071

THE office of Dr
Monte Rommelman is
seeking a fulltime
NP/PA. Please fax
resume to (270)4439013 ABSOLUTELY
no phone caNs accepted
TIRED of that small old
routine?
dull
Brethaven of Benton is
accepting
currently
applications for persons interesting in
becoming a SRNA
(state registered nurse
Along with a
aide)
new pay scale we
offer an excellent benefit Package APIPIY In
person at Brathaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

1.

"1"Pultilw
ConitiectIon
403 Sycamore St
270- 7S3-12424
Name- Corpse Nave
Fold he.Vero Suwon.
talmilea PC I Aver Rep.
MOM COMPUTERS
Service Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

Writ to Buy
ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633

I clean homes and
Cell
businesses.
phone
1(618)636-8847
NEED your house
dewed?
Ref If needed
739-9031
978-6554

ABC
has over
50 units
641S
Murray
CINDERELLA prom
dresses 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue $150
each. 270-492-8614
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Protection
LG, Toshiba
also
Hitachi 8 Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers 8 TV carts
Beasley Antenna 8
Satellite 759-0901

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th,
Murray

SCRAP
CARS

TOM'S Grille now hiring for cook, cashier,
servers. host/hosless.
Apply in person 1501
N 12th St

CLEANING houses 20
years experience 2707594653

Addle
For Sall

WASTE oil wanted.
WM pock up used motor
fluid
od/hydreulic
Onion exchange Miller
Farms 270-436D
2215
Arkin
For tan
07 Hot tub, brand new
in package, 8-7 person. lots of eft. cape,
ozonestor. water tall,
cover. retail S7.300,
must sell 13.700.
(573)300-1031

HOSPITAL bed with
Banatni
mattress
trapeeze bar, side rails
Retail $4,500. asking
Once $1500 0130.
chair,
lift
Electric
Golden Technology,
$1,500 retail $800
OBO 436-5180
LIKE new 6x12 tilt utility trailer treated floor
S600.00 293-8285
NEW pool table, never
used, r-slate, solid
wood, carved lags,
act Mildlege. retells,
t4,500. selling for
$1,600, must sell
(573)300-1031

I inn-,

CIASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & limes

M

arits For tient

SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HO programming
w/HD
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. + $5.00
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info.
759-0901 or toll free.
877-455-0901

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ElKINS

(270) 753-1713
210
Rriwood
FIREWOOD for sale:
pick-up or delivery.
Call for prices.
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424
FREE firewood. Cut
your own. Trees on the
ground. 417 S. 10th,
Murray. Call 492-8225
or 519-2702.

12E1 Wake
2006 AS210
ntermediate Selmer
Alto Saxophone
played one semester,
perfect condition
$1,100 293-4955
270
KOMI For Sala

rll

***OWNER
FINANCENo Credit Check!
Completely
redone.
2BR IBA singlewide,
water view, easy boat
ramp access. Nice
covered deck. 213
Primrose.
New
Concord.
$2,900
down. $450 month.
Call 753-2222.
-OWNER
FINANCE
No Credit Check! 3BR
2 bath doublewide in
Puryear. Only 4 years
old.
Large
deck.
$3,500 down, $495
month. Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222
**OWNER
Financing2005 24x56, 3BR,
28A. $5,000 down
$695.00 month, Hazel
(270)753-1011

s

2006 16)(68 Northern
built Fleetwood manufactured home. Shingle
& vinyl with 10ft, front
porch and brick Nae ,
skirling. 28R, IBA
$29,900 or finance for
$1,500 down payment,
$308 monthly. 1-800455-3001
LIQUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Must
Go!
Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 left. Save
Thousands!! Call now
731-584-9429.
REMODELED
Doublewidel
48R,
2BA. 2,000 Sq.Ft.,
New appliances, 1.3
acre lot. Owner financing
available.
$70,000.00 cash or
$5,000
down,
$645/mo.
270-761-HOME

BC
over
units

rray
LLA prom
size 4 yel8 blue $150
492-8614

Ionay
s

Olympic
our Seif4C-

televisions
n Plasma &
.r Protection
. Toshiba.
Sony We
ge selection
nment cenTV carts
Antenna &
59-0901
P

2BR apartments avail
able Great location 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets
753-2905
28R duplex. nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locabons. Coleman RE
753-9898
DUPLEX, 2-8R, 1 1/2
bath.all appliances.
$525/mo. 436-5685
FOR rent: 28R
Duplex, 1302
Valleywood $400/mo.
761-7355
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Appty at Mir
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056
UNIVERSITY Heights
Apts. is now accepting
applications for 1 & 2
BR rental assisted
apartments. M-W-TH,
8-2:30. 1734 Campbell
St. 759-2282 Heanng
Impaired only 1-800648-6056.
Equal
Housing Opportunity.

No pets

bedroom apartment
Clean
nice
and
Appliances including
d. No pets. 270-4365496
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at 5200/Mo
753-4109

L bed with
Banatnc.
bar, side rails
.500. asking
•• I OBo.
lift
chair.
Technology.
retail. $800
180

. table. never
"-slate. solid
fired legs, felt,
age, retails
selling tor
must sell
1031

NOW AVAILABLE:
Two bedroom: $434
Three bedroom: Subsidized
• Free Cable
• Washer, Dryer, Dishwasher &
Refrigerator
• All Electric • Central Heat & Air
• Carpet & Ceramic Tile
• Patio/Deck

1617 Miller. 48R 2BA.
Newly remodeled, flea
university, $700 rent.
753-9636
2, 3 & 4BR houses.
Lease
&
deposit
required. 753-4109
2BR near university.
1416
Vine.
$500
monthly. 731-364-2149
3BR 2BA, all appliances, C/H/A, in Hazel,
$525,
references,
deposit, no pets. 270753-1059
LARGE 3-4 bedroom
studio apt. on campus
above Bradley Book
Company. Available
January 8th, $550/mo.
no pets (270)293-4602
RECENTLY
remodeled, small, three-bedroom, one-bath house.
$500 per month plus
utilities. One month
security
deposit
required.
Call
(270)293-3572 for an
appointment.
Only
serious
inquiries
please.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One arid Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Commerical Prop. For Roil
OFFICE Space 707
South
12th. 3BR
duplex, C/H/A. 1BR
apt.
753-1252, 753-0606,
761-3694.
VERY nice commercial
building for lease in
Hazel, KY. Over 8,800
S.F. Great for retail.
[RolProperty
offices, restaurant, or
any kind of business.
Has parking lot, central
LOG CABIN PKG & 1
I's/a, and security sysACRE IAKE
tem. $1,800/mo. 270ACCESS WITH FREE
293-9349
BOAT SLIPS ONLY
$69,900. New 2128 sf
log cabin. Beautiful KY
Lake. Excellent
financing. Call
now 615-515-5550
BEAUTIFUL
Registered Black Lab
Puppies 7 weeks
old 5 male/1
female
leave message
731-799-5952
DOG Obedience
436-2858.

SHIH-TZU
puppies
dew claws removed,
wormed, current shots,
AKC & CKC $250$350 270-251-0310

29P 28A, grape, al
applances.
438-5895
9285, CAVA,
*.• near MSU Move in
free cloys. 753-9898

55 acres prime farm
land. 3115 Mitchell
Story
Rd.,
SW
Calloway
County.
Good tobacco barn,
well. Lots of road
frontage. $275,000.
(239)269-3037

Used Cars
I•I 11
I 1
III I; I I:'till.

t

1993 Ford Taurus,
tuned-up, runs
smooth, 97,000m 3.8.
V-6/engine, power
$1.000/0130
761-3700
50U

Ill)‘, i

MUST See!! Just built
2,400
sq.ft.
brick
home. Double garage.
Private & beautiful. 2+
acre lot, close to town.
$139,000
270-5198570 by owner, Murray.
NO bank qualifying!
Rent to own and
owner-financing!
Many homes available.
Price ranges from
$50,000 to
$160,000.
Flexible
down payments
and
terms
Calloway/Marshall Co.
area.
270-761-HOME
www creat,epropeity
savers corn

Wad Tricks
Save me a
lot of

6415

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping
Leal Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816 217-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

1086 Robertson Rd.
Exceptional
Value!
New
construction.
4/2.5, over 3,000 sq.ft.
under root. Designer
kitchen with cherry
cabinets, granite countertops. Bonus room
upstairs and oversized
garage.
Call Matt Falwell at
270-293-2512.
2 story 3BR 2BA, I
office, 2 car garage,
2,400 sq.ft. living,
4,000 total. Landon
Hills
Subdivision.
(270)210-3781,
.(270)559-2032.
COLDWATER 2/3BR,
brick, owner financing
possible. 800-9862789 Ext. 2051

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at 520
mounted

Coll 753-560

99 Chevy Z71, 3rd
door, $8,100.
'99 Ford XLT, 4-dr. 4x4,
$7,500.
'05 Chevy Equinox,
$9,900.
'02 Mountaineer, 3rd
seat, $7,100.
'00 Mime, $4,500.
'01 Explorer Sport,
2WD, $5,100.
'05 Taurus, $4,700.
CandK 705-5973
www.ckmotorsky.com
Lind Cars

ABC
Transportation
means saving
SSSS
641S Murray
(270)753-6222

You have a strong sense of direction this
year. As a result, you might be about to
make your wish list a reality this very year.
If you tumble into a disagreeable event,
know that you might be clearing out a problem to make room for something better. If
you are single, you'll make headlines on the
singles scene. If you are attached, with
cooperation, your reffitionship will work.
You also will achieve many landmarks.
SCORPIO is a friend indeed.

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Gen:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 moult saiveca
Res., Corn.. tic Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
270-436-54%
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
rthsrde climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Sate & clean
•We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** A partnership inspires you to head in
a new direction and expenence more success. Tempers can flare if you aren't communicating well. Don't allow this kind of uproar
in your life right now.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
WHEAT straw $3 per **** Others are in control, yet you do
bale
270-841-1806 have the power to make some very important decisions about your finances and
mobile number
spending. Know when you have had enough,
430
and allow others to know it. Question what is
Reil Estes
occurring without stepping into an uproar.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Take care of errands and work, and
Murray Ledger k Tunes Fair
start to focus on accomplishment and getting
Housing Ad Notice
the job done. Relax with someone you care
kll real estate advernsed herein about dearly. Avoid a controversy
at any
subfed to the Federal Fair
Housing Act vvhich nuke, it cost. Nurture someone directly.
illegal to advertre arn prefer- CANCER (June 21-July 22)
ence. linutanon Of decnnuna- **** Allow greater happiness intokyour
Son based on race, color, reli- life. How you see a situation could be differgion set hardicap. familial Oa- ent from
many. Others do not honor what you
tin or national origin or introbon to make am such prefer- deem to be senous. Be careful with your
elm.% limitations or assmnwia temper; it could explode out of nowhere.
Sots
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
State laws forbid drunnunanon **** Take your time, and don't feel presin the sale, rental or advertising sured by anyone or anything. You might not
of real estate baked on factors in be able to continue with the hectic pace any
addition to those mimed
longer. There is no reason to, either. Retreat
under federalism
and relax, knowing what you want and
We will knowingly maxçl any expect.
adiertrang for real estate Mod
m violator 'l as kfl VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
e
permirt, are hereFN Informed ***** You reach out for many people,
that all dwellings advertised are making each person feel unique in his or her
as-31'414 ar Nual oppirtu- own right. This attitude comes through no
nit
matter what you do or with whom. Express
For nir.her avmstancr with Fair your broadening interests.
Housing kdiernsing require UBRA(Sept
23-Oct 22)
meets ,onrat-f NAA Counsel
*** You might be adding up the "damages"
(703160-t8o
Rent r
of recent holiday spending. There is no need
to pull back or get upset. You are more in
control than you realize. Someone could be
creating an uproar. Decide whether you want
Mmi,00110
to participate. Claim your power.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You are all smiles. In some sense
you feel as if the holidays have given you a
reprieve. You feel better than you have in a
while. Let go and relax. Know what you want
and make it so. Keep that smile.

•All Size Units
Available
*ow
Mole

753.385

270-S11-1-9-1-1,9
'
ALL Carpentry.
Additions. Framing,
Water &
Termite
Damage, Decks &
Mobile Home Repair.
Larry Nimmo 227-058T
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BEECHEIR'S
Handyman Service.
Odd jobs. Free estimates.(270)762-0910.

753-9562

DIXON COMPUTER
CONNECTION

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured.

Mime
N751).1
27(1-227-1087
Pti

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work.
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair, pick-up, delivery. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured.
437-304-4
NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng *Decks
*Vinyl siding 'All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured

DAVID'S
Cleaning
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences,
etc. (270)527-7176
DAVIS Handyworks.
Small home repairs,
garages, siding, windows and doors, rooting. No job too small
(270)227-9484.
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-06e. 21)
*** Know when to slow down and

take
your time. Know when you are looking at a
no-win situation, and happily beck off.
Understand your limits, and you wiN be a
greater success. Someone might be unduly
stem.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** It seems you can do no wrong.

MITAL OP
MURRAY
8" Continuous BMWs,
Garage Doer Unice
Reg*
Dam.GaigAllordiskL
1270) 293-8480

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No iob too
Free estimates.

(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
NEED Some Help
Moving?
eMove Moving Help
from John Probus
270-978-6658.

ROOF
LEAKING?
Call a
professional

435-4645
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267
SIMMONS'S
Carpentry &
Handyman Work. Free
estimates.
270-519-8570
WILL remove Dead
Trees & Shrubs.
435-4645.
Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

lig 18C00011011BIglif
With this in mind, continue as you have wIth
a smile and a sense of purpose. Process
another person's anger. Avoid reacting;
rather, just deal with what you must.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** At times you might question what
you are doing. Be as direct as possible. Your
sense of leadership comes through no matter what. A friendship might be pushing the

line. Listen to news and process it. Work with
another's dissatisfaction.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Understanding what might be
going on in someone's head could make a
substantial difference. Listen to news carefully, recognizing your limits. Understanding
grows with information. Ignore an irritating
person.

ES abi E3 V Et L_ 1-11
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The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average;

9 year old AOHA sorrel
mare 15.2 hands, very
gentle, great
nal
horse, or 4-H prospect
$900 OBO. 270-2936091

• weekly & special pickup'
locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

111 I MI/ %HI I
IIZII k" I R\ 1(1

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,Jan.
2,200*:

II \I I'". IA I
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ABC

460
Hama For Sala
-OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check!
Clean & nice 3BR 1
bath home on quiet tot
in Puryear. 1,292 sq.ft.,
hardwood floor, appliances city water &
sewer. $3,900 down,
$475 month. Call
Ruthie (270)753-2222

AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry.
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up junk,
Garage, yards,
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs expenence
Anytime 753-9210

SSSSS

gllit6(.16Vf
swa,
4.?

tiklntic n's
BE PEAUlaiR
MEALTIN Tb l'itt)606E:f
)
. fSPoom.
EXPRESS MI
FEEkieleS

4"
' 41

2-So-so; 1 -Difficult

r-NION BEACH
NINSTORA

•

5 to 295 acres. West
Calloway.
Possible
owner financing. 4892116. leave message

,e11.%.

MINIATURE Daschund
puppies, males, AKC
registered, 9 weeks
old, red and black and
tan smooth. $350.03.
293-0412 or 293-0413

Rentals

Amigo

FARM, RANCH or
SUBDIVISION. 307
acres in the Northwest
part of Calloway Co.
Approximately 1 mile
from the new Hwy 80.
Great for horses, catCall Joy for details... 270-762-1044 tle or fanning.
Owner will possibly
-or-270-804-0850Offered at
1TY# 800-648-6056
$3.900 per acre. Call
Shannon Imes to seti
Some restrictions apply 1
0;5
=
61
the plat.
•
270-761-5700/80°972-1394 CRYELEIKE Realty Services

x3

1BR, low utilities, references & deposit
required. no pets
$250/mo. 753-3949
113R, various locations
$275-$300 Coleman -OFFICE Of retail space
RE 753-9898
available. Prime loca2 bedroom. all op*. tion 753-2905.
Cambridge
once..
291- 1 4Rn
ma. 293-0988
119 East Y Drive. 28P
16A, washer. dryer.
MOW, nohigarator furrishod, now C./WA
Smoke-tree. Water.
yard work included.
$45Ohno
270-227-5722.

6x12 tilt utihtreater! floor.
293-8285

1750 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Houses For Rent

Now renting
Located at 7211S 4th St
NICE 2BR
75341998.

Tanglewood
Apartments

Monday, December 31, 2007 • 9A

Al
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TWAT ISN'T OUR REGULAR
TEACHER SIR iT'S A
SUBSTITUTE..

SORRY, MA'AM FROM WNERE
I'm SITTING,ALL TEACHERS
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LooklagBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Justin
Doyle and his sister, Allison. putting a finishing touch on then snow man in front of their home in
Murray 'Ihie photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane
Calloway County High School
Takers won 40.-ti over Dyer County at the Martin Lions Club Christmas Basketball Thumainent at Martin. lenn Ben Underhill was high
scorer for the Laken
Births repined include a girl
to Heather and Scottie Broadway
girl to Sherry and John
and
Purdom. Dec 27
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Keith
Starks, co-owner 01 SialItS Conwith lLi5 Starks shown
-.
with David Grooms using a heavy
drilling machine to dig a well at
the J 11 fiurkeen residence after
then old well caved in on Christmas Day The photo was by Staff
Photographer Donna Newcomb
In the Calloway County High
School Christmas Basketball 'tournament. Calloway Lady Lakers won
60-55 over Ballard County and
Calloway takers lost 76-69 to
Laurel County
Birth, reported include a boy
In Retha and Ricky Nance, Dec
2 t. J girl to Jennifer and William
Hewlett And a boy to Jeanne and
lohnathan Weatherly. Dec 26.
30 years ago
Deputies tor Calloway County
Sheriff -elect Max Morns starting
in January will be Johnny Rick
Balentine. Morns
Man. Da% id
Roberts and Hollis Roberts
In the Ls am% ilk Memorial
Basketball fournament. Murray
State University Racers lost 5952 to New (Ricans in the Semifinals. hut won 85-)4 t over MerCer tin the consolation game Mike
Mull was high strifef for the Racers in high games

Births reported include a girl
to Mr and Mrs James Edging.
Dec 6
40 years ago
Donald Nelson Blalock. Donald Lee Fox and John Pete Wills.
all of Murray. are undergoing boot
training at the Nasal Training Center. Great Lakes. III.
Memorial Baptist Church. 10th
and Main Streets. Murray, will
begin its "Dial-A-Devotion" service for the community on Jan. I.
1968. Persons may dial 753-4411
to hear a bncf devotion
Births reported include a boy
to Mr and Mrs Flenoy Barrow.
Dec 15
50 years ago
Capt Dr. Robert Brown Miller
of the United States Air Force is
stationed at Kessler Air Force
Base, Biloxi. Miss. He is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. R.M. Miller of
Murray.
Recent binhs reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr
and Mrs Rohen Edward Young
and a boy to Mr and Mrs. James
Max Puckett
June Brown and Joe Ed Norwood were married Dec. 21 at
Oak Grose Cumberland Presbyterian Church
60 years ago
Approximately one-half million
pounds of tobacco were delivered
by growers am Dee. 29 to the
live loose leaf floors to he sold
beginning Jan 1, according to
Cecil B Thurmond. secretary of
the Murray Tobacco Board of
Trade Die list: floors are Doran's.
Farris. Growers, Outland and
Planters
Murray High School Football
Team for 1947 placed sixth place
in the standings for the West Kentucky Conference. Ty Holland is
coach and Mike Wilson was captain (il the 1957 team

COMICS/ FEATURFS
Teen boy's casual nudity
perplexes longtime neighbor
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Dear Abby

Dr. Gott

TodayInHistory

ContractBridge

CONFIDENTIAL TO MY
READERS: If you are partying tonight to celebrate the
arrival of the new year, please
don't drink and drive. Make sure
you have a designated driver.
1 wish you all a very happy,
healthy and prosperous 2008!
-- LOVE, ABBY

ELcDIJtDIOD

monds. West doubled, everybody
passed. and West led the king of
clubs. Declarer ducked, and West
shined to a trump. East took the ace
and could have defeated the contract
two tricks by returning a trump.
Instead, he returned a heart, and the
French declarer went down only one
for a kvss of 100 points.
At the other table in the same

Garen° rose with the ace
returned the eight of diamonds, on
which Belladonna played the deuce!
This gave (iaroLzo the opportunity to
cash the king of spades — which he
did — before leading a club to Belladonna's ace. As a result, declarer
went down six — 1,100 points in
those days — to give the Italian team
a net gain of 1.000 points on the deal.
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5 Mendicants cry
9 Become solid
12 Guthrie
of folk music
13 Pipe problem
14 Hack
15 Maui mementos
16 Unit of heredity
17 Traipse about
18 Rosa s friends
20 Gouda cousin
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23 1-90
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28 Crafty
32 Novelist
— Rand
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State sets guidelines
for farmers' markets
to offer samples
New state guidelines will
allow vendors at Kentucky
fanners' markets and Kentucky
Farm Bureau roadside markets
to offer free food samples without having to get a food service
permit.
The guidelines will take
effect Jan. I. They were established by the
Kentucky
Department for Public Health in
cooperation with the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture and
the Kentucky Farmers' Market
Association to address sampling
issues voiced by market vendors.
"Offering samples is the best
way to promote any food product," Agriculture Commissioner
Richie Fanner said. "That's
especially true of foods offered
for sale at farmers' markets,
which are judged more on taste
than on appearance. These new
guidelines will help producers
promote their Kentucky Proud
products while minimizing the
risk of food-borne illness to customers.The guidelines require vendors who offer samples to
undergo a KDA training course.
Those who will offer samples of
raw fruits and vegetables are
also required to complete the
Good Agricultural Practices
(GAP) education course available through local Extension
offices. The first sampling training will be offered at the
KFMA's annual conference Jan.
6 in Lexington. Producers may
complete GAP training Jan. 8 at
the
Kentucky Fruit and
Vegetable Growers Conference.
The 2008-2009 Kentucky
Farmers' Market Manual will
cover the guidelines in detail
and give producers tips on easy
ways to meet the requirements.
The manual will be offered for
the first time at the conference.
Copies will be mailed to all mar-

kets across the state and will be
available on the KDA Web site
on the Farmers' Market page.
For more information, go to
the KFMA's Web site at
www.kentuckyfarmersmarketme
g and click on News. Questions
about the policy should be
directed to the Kentucky Food
Safety Branch at (502) 564718 I . Questions about the
required training sessions
should be directed to Janet
Eaton, the KDA's farmers' market coordinator, at (502) 5644983.

Tobacco Expo is Thursday

"gar'
By Todd Powell
County
Extension
Agent for
Agriculture/
Natural
Resources

On Jan. 3, tobacco producers of
western Kentucky will have a
unique opportunity to attend the
2008 Western Kentucky Tobacco
Expo. The purpose of the Western
Kentucky Tobacco Expo is to
emphasize tobacco production
through trade show exhibits and production seminars. The Expo will be
an excellent opportunity to meet and
talk with vendors from the tobacco
farm products industry in an informal atmosphere. We are hoping for a
good crowd this year and that you
will join us to learn the latest tobacco production and economic information.
The trade show will consist of
approximately 45 booth spaces in

the Curris Center Ballroom. There
will be vendors from all aspects of
the tobacco industry represented at
the trade show so there will be
something of interest for everyone
attending. The seminars throughout
the day will cover topics such as:
production techniques, disease pressure, economics, emerging varieties,
and the H2A Labor Program. For all
of those in need of CEU and CCA
Credits these will also be available
during the seminars.
The Tobacco Exposition will be
taking place on Jan. 3 at 2 p.m.
'through 7 p.m., and will be held at
the Murray State University Curris
Center. Seminars will be held
throughout the afternoon and will be

scheduled so participants will have
plenty of time to visit with the vendors at the trade show.
For more information on The
2008 Western Kentucky Tobacco
Expo please contact the Calloway
County Extension Office at 7531452 or by e-mail:
todd.powell@uky.edu. Educational
programs of the Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Service serve
all people regardless of race, color,
age, sex, religion, disability or
national origin. University of
Kentucky, Kentucky State
University, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, and Kentucky counties,
cooperating.

Intarest
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Brock booked
for soybean
promotion day
The Kentucky Soybean
Promotion Board, in partnership
with Murray State University
has booked Richard Brock. of
Brock and Associates, as the
keynote speaker for the 4th
Annual Soybean Promotion
Day.
Brock, author of the weekly
commodity marketing publication, The Brock Report, has
been advising farmers and
agribusinesses for over 25
years.
"Brock's grain marketing
address is always of interest to
farmers," stated Jack Trumbo.
KSPB Chairman and soybean
farmer from Simpsonville.
"After Brock served as our
keynote speaker at this event
two years ago, we have received
a great deal of positive feedback
from farmers in attendance.Also on the agenda are the
Hefty brothers. Darren and
Brian, hosts of the Ag PhD television program. Brian and
Darren will share their secrets to
keeping input costs down while
maximizing return on investment. The Hefty's will also
share data from across the country as well as experiences from
Brazil and Ukraine.
"We invite all soybean farmers to come out and gain some
valuable information that they
can take back to their farm.Trumbo continued, "We look
forward to the success of another MSU Soybean Promotion
Day and appreciate the opportunity to work with the university."
MSU Soybean Promotion
Day is brought to farmers
through the Kentucky soybean
checkoff. The event is slated
for Jan. 22 at the Regional
Special Events Center in
Murray. The program is set to
begin at 4 p.m. and will conclude by 8 p.m. A meal will be
provided. Admission and meal
are free: however, you must register in order to attend. To register call Rhea Ann Wright at
809-3556 or email her at
rhea wn ght m urraystate.edu
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Yonts case tops 2007 local stories
1. Harrison Yonts saga
The saga that began as a horrible
crime in November 2005 continues to
this day, but it was early 2007 that the
trial of Harrison Yonts began. Legal
proceedings are still on-going some 11
months after a jury convicted the former Murray State University student of
wanton murder in the hit-and-run death
of Nadia Shaheen.
Shaheen, a 62-year-old graduate student at MSU, was struck and killed by a
car in the early hours of Nov. 11, 2005,
as she walked along Coldwater Road to
her off-campus apartment. Her body
was found later that morning. That
afternoon, Yonts, who was 20 years old
at the time, was under arrest.
Yonts, the son of State Rep. Brent
Yonts of Greenville, Ky., was initially
. charged with manslaughter but a
Calloway County grand jury changed
that to murder and added tampering
with physical evidence, leaving the
scene of an accident and driving under
the influence.
On Jan. 29, the trial started in
Calloway County Circuit Court with
both prosecution and defense sides
debating specifics of the case, especially the time of Shaheen's death and
Yonts' whereabouts at that time. Yonts
had reportedly been drinking at a fraternity party earlier. Yonts' defense also
questioned physical evidence, such as
glass fragments that matched Yonts'
vehicle which were found in his clothing. and speculated another person was
driving Yonts' vehicle at the time of the
accident.
On Feb. I. the jury deliberated for
more than three hours and returned the
guilty verdict and the sentence of 20
years, which was the least amount of
time for the murder charge. He is currently at Luther Luckett Correctional
Complex in La Grange, Ky.
Yonts' attorneys then sought a new
trial based on testimony that a second
vehicle could have been involved in the
fatal hit-and-run. According to testimony from Kerry Steen, a Calloway
County resident, who said one of his
employees and a friend told him that
they were in a vehicle that hit something on Coldwater Road the same
night Shaheen was hit and killed.
However the two men, Phillip Jones
and Brad Bailey, testified they were not
involved in Shaheen's death. Circuit
Judge Dennis Foust, who proceeded
over the initial case, denied the new
trial request, citing hearsay evidence
was not considered new evidence.
In early December just before thenGov, Ernie Fletcher was to leave office,
Yonts' sentence of 20 years was commuted to eight. An angry firestorm
ignited as a result of the commutation
that could have allowed Yonts to be eligible for parole in mid-to late-2008, as
well as revelations that several legislative friends of Yonts' father wrote letters of support to Fletcher.
However, the Department of
Corrections ruled that Yonts will serve
85 percent of his prison term despite the
commuted sentence, which would put
his parole eligibility at 2013. Yonts'
attorney, former Appeals Court Judge
Rick Johnson, had indicted they may

after the primary election win by Ernie
Fletcher and his running
mate
Steve
Pence, Rudolph was
selected as a top pick
for the future governor's cabinet.
Rudolph, a Fulton,
Ky., native with strong
ties to the Murray comRudolph
munity through First
Baptist Church and Murray State
University, was eventually tabbed to be
Fletcher's finance and administration
secretary, then was elevated to the cabinet's executive secretary. But in the
midst of the state's merit hiring scandal
and a bitter feud between Pence and
Fletcher, the governor decided to pick a
new running mate in his re-election bid:
Robbie Rudolph.
Rudolph walked side-by-side with
Fletcher among the central issue of the
2007 campaign which was expanded
gaming in Kentucky. Fletcher's campaign was staunchly opposed to the
idea. But in November, voters chose
Democratic candidate Steve Beshear
and his running mate Dan Mongiardo.
In Calloway County, the margin was
4,859 for Beshear and 3,861 for
Fletcher.

5. Carroll Hubbard files to
run against Sen. Ken Winters
A familiar name in western
Kentucky politics will show up on the
ballots this year. Democrat and former
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard filed papers
to run for Kentucky's First Senate seat
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times held by Murray Republic'an Ken
Winters.
Harrison Yonts sits after hearing the verdict in his 2007 wanton murder case.
Hubbard served in the U.S. House of
challenge the DOC's decision and carry
In the meantime, families and sup- tures that left fields parched, crops lanRepresentatives from 1975 until 1992
this matter — along with civil proceed- porters began many projects to aid the guishing and yields decimated.
when he was defeated by Paducah
ings by the Shaheen family — into the soldiers before and during the deployAccording to the University of
new year.
ment. The Murray-Calloway County Kentucky's Agricultural Weather Democrat Tom Barlow. Barlow held
that seat for one term and was defeated
community donated more than $60,000 Center, western Kentucky remained
2. 438th Ordered to Deploy to — more than twice the $25,000 needed under "abnormally dry" and "severe by current Rep. Ed Whitfield, a
Republican from Hopkinsville.
Iraq
— and brought the entire unit back to drought- conditions for much of the
In 1994, Hubbard pleaded guilty to
Murray's 438th Military Police Murray for the Christmas holiday.
summer and fall.
three felony charges and received a senCompany was ordered in October to
Hundreds of family members and
According to,an Associated Press tence of three years in
federal prison.
prepare for deployment to Iraq follow- supporters gathered at Murray High report, many farmers across western
He was convicted of charges related to
ing training at the Fort Dix, N.J.
School and Murray's First United Kentucky, the state and the region lost a
violation of federal campaign spending
Col. Phil Miller, public affairs offi- Methodist Church in November to major portion of their corn, soybeans
rules.
cer for the Army National Guard head- honor the unit. The 438th returned to and other crops with some beginning_
Hubbard was a former state senator
quarters in Frankfort, said Maj. Gen. Murray Dec..23 for Christmas and are their harvest early because of conce
and en ran for tl* Second
1,1904-75.1
Donald Storm, adjutant general for scheduled to deploy for Fort Dix again that eipected stormy weather in
tàfl
District seat (covering Ballard,
Kentucky at the time, had issued a Tuesday.
could damage plants already suffering
McCracken and Marshall counties) in
mobilization order for the unit's particfrom a dry, hot summer.
2006 against Independent incumbent
ipation in Operation: Iraqi Freedom.
3. Drought causes numerous
In Kentucky, agriculture officials
Bob Leeper and Republican challenger
The new assignment will be the field fires, loss of crops in
reported that 52 percent of corn crops
Neil Archer. But Leeper retained his
unit's second deployment in support for Calloway County
were in "good- shape. Farmers in
seat by 58 votes over Hubbard. who
the "Global War on Terror," according
Although a record lack of rain in Kentucky had already lost much or all
then moved his residency from
to Miller. The 438th previously served 2007 didn't lead to water rationing in of their fruit and winter wheat early in
at the U.S. Navy facility at Guantanamo Calloway County, it kept both Murray the season due to a late frost only to Reidland to Mayfield in the First Senate
Bay, Cuba as part of Operation: and county emergency firefighting have drought and summer heat take a District.
Winters. a former dean at Murray
Enduring Freedom where they support- services busy and cost most of the decimating toll on corn, soybeans and
State and president of Campbellsville
ed operations at the detention facility county's farmers a lot of money in crop some tobacco crops. Some areas of the
used to confine suspected terrorists.
The unit was scheduled to be transferred for three months of pre-deployment training. They will apparently
ship out to Iraq sometime in February.
Storm indicated that the unit would
likely take oversight of a U.S. prison
facility in Iraq in charge of insurgent
prisoners.
The 438th will be joined in the
deployment by members of at least
three other military police units in Iraq.

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
A wildfire that scorched hundreds of acres of farm and woodland along Clayton Town Road east of Hazel and
Puryear, Tenn., in August destroyed this barn filled with hay as a bulldozer called on to help put out burning cornfields drives by. Firefighters from Calloway and northwestern Tennessee were called on to help Henry County,
Tenn., units fight the blaze that came within about half a mile of the Kentucky-Tennessee line before it was brought
under control.

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
PV2 Brandon Boone, a member of the 438th Military Police Co.. cuddles
his daughter, Bettlanie, during a rally for Murray's National Guard 438th
Military Police Company at First United Methodist Church.

losses.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue was
kept busy much of the summer fighting
field fires at home and in surrounding
areas, including a large fire just south of
the Tennessee-Kentucky line in Henry
County, Tenn., which burned about 300
acres.
Many were cornfield fires or fires
caused by cigarettes or other sources
coming in contact with dry parched
fields. Both Calloway Judge Larry
Elkins and Murray Fire Chief Michael
Skinner ordered burn bans during much
of the period.
However the loss to local farmers
was likely the most significant effect of
the drought. Many Calloway farmers
reported the loss of at least 50 percent,
if not more, of their corn and soybean
crops to drought and blazing tempera-

state reported the worst drought conditions in about 100 years.
However, despite the drought on
row crops, the state's livestock production had such a good year that the overall profit for Kentucky agriculture was
listed at about $1.6 billion dollars:
mainly from the raising of horses, beef
cattle and chickens. Many row crop
farmers in other areas of the state that
got more rain also reported lower-thanexpected losses among their crops.

4. Robbie runs for Lt. Gov.
It wasn't Robbie Rudolph's first
foray into state politics. The owner of
Murray's Rudolph Tire was picked in
2003 to be the lieutenant governor candidate with Republican gubernatorial
candidate and former Jefferson County
Judge-Executive Rebecca Jackson. But

University in Taylor County. won the
seat in 2004 after then-Sen. Bob
Jackson, a Democrat, chose not to run
for re-election. Winters defeated
Mayfield attorney and Democrat
Dennis Null for the seat.

6. Text message leads to
teacher arrest
Ann Greenfield, a teacher at Murray
Middle School, was arrested in late
February on drug charges after she text
messaged a number seeking to purchase
marijuana, however that number turned
out to belong to a Kentucky State
Police trooper.
Trooper Trevor Provine initially
thought the message was a joke but set
up a meeting with the caller. When

III See Page 28
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In his professional life before
politics, Curd retired from
Greenfield showed up for the Calloway County High School
meeting. she dad not make any and had previously worked at
purchase but Lynn Grove School as principal
later and teacher. He was a member
was
by of Kentucky State Retired
arrested
two undercov- Teachers Association.
Then there was the civic
er officers.
She was ini- service: Curd was a former
tially charged Lions Club member, past
with conspira- Citizen of the Year, past chaircy to traffic a man of the Purchase Area
District and
controlled sub- Development
stance within Purchase Area Housing Corp..
Greenfield
10)0 yards of former chairman of the Murraya school, possession of marijua- Calloway County Hospital
, Fir rap
!
CC
na and possession of drug para- board and recipient of the P'
phernalia. The grand jury indict- Golden Horseshoe Award from
ed Greenfield on misdemeanor Murray State University.
All of this service was recogpossession charges. In June. she
pled guilty to those charges as nized at Curds alma mater when
well as conspiracy to obtain the auditorium in MSU's Collins
Industry and
marijuana (less than eight Center for
ounces) in Distnct Court. A per- Technology was named in his
iury charge against her was also honor.
The educator role never left
dropped in September.
GreenIn:Id. who taught phys- Curd as he chaired the House's
ical education at MMS and had education committee and lobserved as a coach. was suspend- bied for funding for universities.
"He was a strong support of
ed from her job after the arrest.
Murray Independent School education at all levels." said forBuddy
Rep.
state
Superintendent Bob Rogers mer
sought to terminate her contract. Buckingham, who worked as a
hut Greenfield contested the ter- Murray State lobbyist when
Kentucky Curd was a representative and
A
mination.
n tribu- then successfully ran to succeed
Educatio
Department of
nal decided in June that him in the House.
uREG TRAVIS! Ledger & Times
Buckingham called Curd a
Greenfield could return to her
groundbreaking in early,
a
at
es
dignitan
ty
communi
and
staff
by
Murray-Calloway County Hospital officials were joined
job in 2009 if she underwent fixture in Frankfort and a good
been set for the fall of
has
An expected completion date
November for construction on a 150,000-plus square-foot addition.
counseling, submit to random mentor to follow.
"Freed was not a politician 2009.
drug testing for the two-year
ways to dispose of property and
architects' fees, bond issue it's going to mean to this compenod. plus other restrictions who sought the limelight. He here in Distnct Five."
of those is by having ah
one
Mayor
of
Murray
deal
said
great
munity,"
was one who had a
handed down.
Henley described himself as costs, insurance and the energy
that opinion
common sense. He worked a "people person- and not a plant expansion needed for the Tom Rushing. "I am so proud to appraiser. We think
be followed,":
should
longer
no
this."
of
knew
part
lie
lot,
a
little
a
be
scenes
the
behind
7. Freed Curd's passing
"party person" and said his new facility.
Blankenship said. "We chal-:,
The new five-story facility
The city of Murray lost one what the issues were and knew actions are in the interest of conlenge that. We think this should
sale
were,
land
bases
Murray
10.
power
the
conand
were
Freed
Street
when
Vine
2007
in
face
(il its finest
stituents, not his political ambi- will
have been done publicly. The
Curd, 74. died Buckingham said. "... He spent tion or party politics.
nect to the existing hospital and results in legal action by
people own the school systeM
opponents
at St. Thomas 19 years up there and acquired
"Thinking of the people I Medical Arts Building. It will
The sale of about six acres of and that means we own the land
in an awful lot of friends up there.' represent I decided that it was meet three critical needs of the
Hospital
to sell the.
But he had plenty of friends much better for me to become a hospital identified by Bailey: a land behind Murray High and if they are going
Nashville.
Murray land let us have a shot at it."
the
by
loin. on Sept. in Calloway County who trusted member of the majonty party new emergency department, a School
MISD Superintendent Bob,
Independent Board of Education
him to represent them.
and rather than sitting on the new radiology department and
said the district got
Rogers
ion
notificat
you
public
area without
"He wouldn't promise
former
A
bench watching . the game I an expanded surgery
the Kentucky
state represen- anything he couldn't deliver.- would play all four quarters.- he including operating rooms twice roused the anger of residents liv- approval from
Education to
of
nt
Departme
filed
have
who
knew
area,
the
"People
in
said.
ing
ham
tative. Murray Bucking
the size of the current operating
said.
as surplus.
property
the
declare
Circuit
what
legal action in Calloway
and they could trust him to do
mayor
David Ramey. chairman of rooms and pre-operation and
The land was then surveyed.
to
judge
the
asking
Court
educator. Curd he said he was going to do."
'areas.
County recovery
Calloway
the
Cued
appraised for value and sold for,
represented
The new building will also rescind the deal with a local
Democratic Party, said he was
fair market value according to.
cardiovascular/pul- developer.
Calloway County in the state 8. Rep. Melvin Henley
happy to see Henley return to feature
the law.
was
land
of
acres
6.043
The
19
for
from
s
uroloa
atives
switche
areas,
Represent
monary admitting
House of
the political fold.
Blankenship said legal action,
surplus property by the
declared
and
unit
care
cntical
area,
gy
years. starting in 1978. He then Republican to
Melvin
that
excited
are
"We
r and opposing the selling process
in
Septembe
board
school
waiting
Democratic party
better
space,
y
endoscop
the
AMC home and served two
to
Henley is coming home
district unprecedented. but there is legal,
Saying he wants to do more Democratic Party." Ramey said. areas, lobby and better access to turned over to the
terms as Mummy's mayor from
support for the action.
disposifor
and
on
Calloway
corporati
in
nts
finance
for constitue
1995-2(E2.
"Melvin has had a long and dis- the building. Upon completion
"We don't have any legal.
"Freed is a good man and Trigg counties. state Rep. tinguished career and I think he of the project. MCCH will tion. Board members, who also
t so we're actually•
preceden
on
corporati
finance
Henley
the
up
Melvin
make
room
service
his
we're going to miss
can get a lot more done for the become an all private
try to make law, but L
to
going
the
forego
to
in
decided
papers
board,
filed
He served Murray and Calloway
Fifth District as a Democrat and facility.
do have the benefit of
we
think
process
September to
The new building will boast optional public bidding
County well." said former state
working together with the leadcustom," he said.
local
Venture
of
Williams
political
Greg
when
switch
now
which
feet.
of 158.(Xl0 square
Sen. Bob Jackson, who
ership."
John Fannin, of Lynnwood'
from
Builders LLC of Murray offered
parties
Stale
worksMurray
Henley is now serving his MCCH board chair. Jack Rose
and a leader of the group.
Court
of
Republican to
pointed out is 42 percent larger the assessed $77,000 value
University "Were lonunate to
second term.
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property.
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By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
& TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
It was a year of firsts in many
ways locally for 2007. In the
same breath it was a year of
lists. But the climax in the middle made us sports nuts happy to
he associated with some of the
top performances in Murray add
Calloway County.
1, The Red Coat Mojo
Back in March, when the
Qiilloway County Lady Laker
basketball team made its
improbable run through the First
Region Tournament, slaying
local powerhouses like Graves
County, Paducah Tilghman and
then holding on to beat Marshall
County (46-43) in the championship game at the Regional
Special Events Center, the only
thing that was more rosy for fans
might have been the red sport
coat head coach Scott Sivills
donned for three days.
The Lady Lakers eventually
lost to Montgomery County (6643) in the first round of the
KSISAA state tournament in
Bowling Green.
' It was the first time Calloway
graced E.A. Diddle with its presence since the 2002-03 season.
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2. Freshman sensation
Murray State redshirt freshman Jeff Ehrhardt walked into
fall football camp not even sure
if he would take a snap.
At the end of the football season. Ehrhardt took nearly every
snap, started every game and for
his efforts he was named Ohio
Valley Conference Freshman of
the Year.
But Ehrhardt did more than
just bring the guys together in
die huddle.
On the field, the 6-foot-4,
210-pound, St. Louis product
completed 236-of-393 (60.1%)
passes for 2,567 yards and 21
touchdowns and rushed for 375
yards and five additional scores.
Ehrhardt had three games of
300 or more yards, including
344 yards against Eastern
Kentucky. He tossed multiple
touchdown passes in six contests in 2007, including four in a
win over Lambuth. Most
isipseeiavely, he was one of just
five FCS quarterbacks this season to pass for more than 3(X)
yards (330) and rush for more
than 100 yards(104)in the same
game. In that game he completed 36 passes (a Murray State
record) an accounted for three
touchdowns.
His 21.45 completions/game
ranked 10th nationally, while his
total yards passing was 12th
(second among freshmen) and
he was also 12th nationally in
points responsible for per game
(14.55).
„Ehrhardt is the first freshman
from Murray State to ever be
recognized for the honor.
3. Joi-ful Turnaround
Last year, the Murray State
women's
basketball
team
capped off one of its best seasons ever, finishing 21-10, placing second in the Ohio Valley
Conference at 15-5, and advancing to the championship game of
the OVC Tournament before
falling to Southeast Missouri
State 62-60 and did so behind
the coaching of Joi Felton.
The Racers went on to play in
the women's NIT, battling
Arkansas State in the first round
and losing 59-52.
The good and bad of last season was the Racers lost OVC
Player of the Year Joi Scott, but
returned 10 players, including
fpur starters.
The Racers also lost their
had coach.
Felton flew south, landing at
Central Florida. but the move
nixie room for Jody Adams.
: Adams, a former Tennessee
Volunteer, was hired back in
April and hasn't missed a beat in
Patting the Racers right back
%there they left off last season.
; Currently. MSU is 9-3 and 31:in the conference.
t Twice as hard
:For the second season in
tliree years, Murray State's
rifien's basketball team was oustfrom the Ohio Valley
qinference tournament in the
rgst round. To make matters
%Tone, both losses have come on
*Racers' home floor.
This time, it was Samford
teat ended Murray State's sea*with a 70-60 victory on Feb.
V. The Racer loss sent Murray
State's final record to 16-14
ubder first-year head coach
Illy Kennedy and brought end
tit a season in which Murray
Slate debuted an almost entirely
rigw squad.
In 2005, Mick Cronin's

again in 2008,as Michigan is set
to battle Florida in the Capital
One bowl in Orlando. Fla.
9. Miller gets its close up
Ninety-six of Kentucky's
best golfers descended on
Murray State's very own Miller
Memorial Golf Course in June
for the Women's State Amateur.
An annual summer tradition
since 1923, the tournament
made its first stop in Murray in
2007, thanks to extensive course
renovations headed up by club
manager Will Snodgrass.
Appropriately enough, the
state am was captured by a
woman with ties to Murray —
Jessica Grace, who played on
the Lady Racer golf team in the
late 1990s and graduated from
Murray State in 2000. Even
more appropriately, Grace was
inducted into the Murray State
Athletics Hall of Fame earlier
this year. Grace now works as a
schoolteacher in Henderson and
has two young boys of her own.
Several current Lady Racers
also competed at the state am,
the most impressive of whom
was Lauren Hughes, who
advanced to the second round of
the championship flight.
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times
Calloway County's Lady Laker basketball team celebrates with the First Region championship trophy after claiming the title in
March by dropping Graves County, Paducah Tilghman and Marshall County en route to the Sweet Sixteen tournament.

10. Running partners
Prep cross country has never
been better in Murray/Calloway
County. The year 2007 saw all
four Tiger and Laker squads
8. Bowling for Tigers
Two Murray football prod- qualify for the state tourmament
ucts received playing time in — the first time all squads had
bowl games in 2006-07 and will qualified in the same year.
For one squad, the distinction
likely do the same again in
was even more special — the
2007-08.
Tim Masthay, former Tiger Murray boys made their very
kicker who now plays college first trip to state in first-year
ball at Kentucky, will likely see head coach Amanda Lough's
action in the Music City Bowl as first season.
Calloway County's Daniel
the Wildcats take on Florida
Hopkins turned in the best time
State on Dec. 31.
Masthay's former teammate of the four squads at state, runatAurray, Corey Zirbel, got to ning the Lexington Horse Park
play in a New Year's Day bowl course in 16 minutes, 46.80 secgame in 2007, as his Michigan onds.
Both the Tigers and Lakers
Wolverines took on the USC
Trojans in the Rose Bowl. Zirbel finished 15th in their respective
was a standout lineman at classes at the state meets and
Murray and now plays offensive both return plenty of runners for
tackle at Michigan. Zirbel will next fall.
play on New Year's Day once

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times
Murray State redshirt freshman OB Jeff Ehrhardt (18) was a shining spot on the Racers' football team this year, earning Ohio Valley Conference Freshman of the Year honors.
Racers fell in the first round of 6. Laker(Record)
coach Rick Fisher. but after
the tournament to Southeast Breakers
three seasons and a 15-20
Missouri, 61-58.
This year was a season of record, the Marshall County
With a season under their firsts for Josh McKeel and his native jumped on board when
belts, hopes were high for the Calloway County football team. his alma mater Harding
Racers coming into the 2007-08 The Ulcers picked up their first University contacted him to be
season, but Murray State has playoff victory in 10 years. a 21- the team's secondary coach.
gotten off to a slow start in con- 0 shutout of Hopkins County
During his time at Murray
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times
ference play, losing to Eastern Central on Nov. 9. their first High. Edwards' teams made the
Kentucky and — deja vu? — ever victory over Mayfield, a playoffs all three seasons, but Murray State's women's basketball program posted a stellar
Samford, both on buzzer-beat- 40-7 massacre on Oct. 12, broke never advanced any farther than year in 2006-07 that included a 21-10 record and an appearers.
several individual records and the second round, twice.
ance in the conference finals game. The Racers lost their
The Racers currently stand at went a long way in establishing
This season, the Tigers were coach, Joy Felton, to the University of Central Florida, but
2-2 in conference play and 5-6 a bitter district rivalry with Lone knocked out of the Class 2A gained
Jody Adams, who played point guard at Tennessee
overall.
state playoffs by Trigg County
Oak.
under famed head coach Pat Summitt.
Quarterback
Casey in the first round.
5. Out with the Old, In
Brockman and wideout George
with the New
Garner both enjoyed outstandTerry Birdsong spent eight ing seasons and rewrote the
glorious seasons roaming the Calloway County record books
sideline at Calloway County. while they were at it. Brockman
Then he shocked most of the threw for 2,507 yards on the seacommunity when he darted for son and broke the former record
regional rival Graves County of 2,395 set by Brandon Steele
back in the summer.
in 2003. Brockman also threw
Birdsong left as Calloway's 31 touchdown passes. shattering
all-time winningest boys coach. Tony Ryan's record of 25 set in
He went 150-85 in eight seasons 2000.
(1999-2007). His Lakers were
Garner caught 17 touchdown
Tournament passes,
District
4th
Tyler
breaking
Champions in 2003 and were Bohannon's 1994 mark of 17.
runners up in 2002, 04, 05, 06
Calloway posted a 7-5 record
and 07.
and a 3-2 mark in district play
Both of those losses came
New UBC program for children...
The Lakers were Regional against Lone Oak, which
a
fun, six-week training program with information about exercise
Tournament Champions in 2003 advanced to the Class 4A state
and runners up in 04 and 06, title game.
and good nutrtbon designed just for kids!
making six consecutive trips to
The good news for Calloway
Semifinals
at least the Regional
is that both Brockman and
Birdsong was hired at Graves Garner can take shots at their
County on June 4th. A day later. own records — they'll both be
VOW In OW ngkil
Calloway County had its returning for their senior seareplacement.
sons next year.
(5W60n1
Bruce Lane, the longtime
assistant for Birdsong. spent the 7. Opportunity Comes
809 Coldwater Road
last eight years at Calloway and Knocking
Mere
After
served two years as Birdsong's
Sliding its way into the list
Murray, KY
Just I 0 weeks to the
assistant when the two were at was the departure of three-year
753-6111
Caldwell County.
Tiger football coach Lee
Ultimate Body with our
Edwards.
wvinv.dinhqfc.com
Adult UBC program!
Edwards replaced longtime

mt.;
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Thanks lb Our 2007 Members!
Please Support These Businesses — They Support Our Community!
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These Merchants
Accept The
Certifichecks You
Receiod This
Christmas.
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Now Is The Time To Renew
Your 2008 Membership
Or, Join The Chamber!
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